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4 4 
DSM-IVV Internal Construct Validity: When a Taxonomy meets 

Data a 

TheThe use of DSM-IV-based questionnaires in child psychopathology is on the increase. 

Traditionally,Traditionally, questionnaires of child psychopathology were developed in a psychometric 

tradition.tradition. In contrast, the DSM-IV classification system was developed in a clinical tradition. 

SinceSince each of these two perspectives has its own conceptualisations of child 

psychopathologicalpsychopathological syndromes, the increased use of questionnaires based on DSM-IV 

conceptsconcepts may be regarded as an integrative development towards a common descriptive 

framework.framework. It is argued in the present paper that the differences which originally separated 

thethe psychometric and clinical traditions, i.e. (I) the dimensional and the categorical view of 

childchild psychopathology, and (2) the empirical and the conceptual approach conceptualisation 

ofof child psychopathology are not as different as has sometimes been claimed. Therefore, the 

useuse of DSM-IV concepts in questionnaires may be regarded as a useful starting point for 

furtherfurther internal construct validation following psychometric criteria. In the present paper, 

thethe internal construct validity of a DSM-IV based model of ADHD, CD, ODD, Generalised 

Anxiety,Anxiety, and Depression was investigated in eleven samples by Confirmatory Factor 

Analysis.Analysis. The factorial structure of these syndromes was supported by the data. However, the 

modelmodel did not meet absolute standards of good model fit. Two sources of error are discussed 

inin detail: multidimensional'ity of syndrome scales, and the presence of many symptoms which 

areare diagnostically ambiguous with regard to the targeted syndrome dimension. It is argued 

thatthat measurement precision may be increased by more careful operationalisation of the 

symptomssymptoms in the questionnaire. Additional approaches towards improved conceptualisation 

ofof DSM-IV are briefly discussed. Sharper DSM-IV models may improve the accuracy of 

inferencesinferences based on scale scores and provide more precise research findings with regard to 

relationsrelations with variables external to the taxonomy. 
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Introductio n n 

Conceptualisationn of child psychopathological disorders is dominated by a clinically 

basedd perspective, such as formulated in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manuals of 

Mentall  Disorders (DSM-III, -III-R, -IV, APA, 1980, 1987, 1994). Parallel to this 

clinicall  viewpoint is a psychometric perspective on how to conceptualise childhood 

disorders,, which has also enjoyed considerable success (Krueger, Caspi, Moffitt , & 

Suva,, 1998). This has resulted in two different taxonomies of childhood disorders: 

"clinicall  syndromes", which originate from hypotheses about covarying symptoms 

derivedd from observations of patients by clinicians (Wakefield, 1999), and "empirical 

syndromes",, derived on the basis of statistical covariation between symptoms 

(Achenbach,, 1995). The former taxonomy is generally used in clinical diagnostic 

interviews,, while the latter is used in questionnaires. Littl e theoretical or research 

effortt has been directed towards this unfortunate state of affairs. While we do not 

questionquestion the potential utility of competing models to describe the phenomenology of 

childhoodd disorders in order to progressively sharpen the constructs and their 

boundaries,, it seems that these different taxonomies exist next to one another merely 

becausee of past traditions. Although the clinical and the psychometric perspectives 

sharee the background assumption on syndromes as co-occurring patterns of symptoms 

(Achenbach,, 1995; Wakefield, 1999), littl e attempt has been made to address the 

relativee internal construct validities (Skinner, 1981, 1986; see also "structural 

validity",, Loevinger, 1957) of these two perspectives. This is unfortunate, since we 

regardd a common descriptive framework for the domain of child psychopathology as a 

prerequisitee for the scientific understanding of that domain (see Wakefield, 1999). 

Questionnairess specifically conceptualised on the basis of the clinical 

diagnosticc criteria of the DSM-taxonomy have been recently developed and are 

increasinglyy being used (Boyle et al., 1993; Burns, Walsh, Owen, & Snell, 1997a; 

Burnss et al., 1997b; DuPaul, 1991; Gadow & Sprafkin, 1997; Gomez, Harvey, Quick, 

Scharer,, & Harris, 1999; Goodman & Scott, 1999; Grayson & Carlson, 1991; Hewitt 

ett al., 1997; Pelham, Gnagy, Greenslade, & Milich, 1992, Pillow, Pelham, Hoza, 

Molina,, & Stulz, 1998; Spence, 1998; Swanson, 1992; Swanson et al. 2000). The 

presentt paper investigates the DSM-IV taxonomy, as operationalised in 

questionnaires,, on the basis of psychometric principles derived from factor analysis. 
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Ass such, the present research cuts directly into two long standing differences between 

clinicall  and empirical taxonomies: 

1)) A categorical as opposed to a dimensional model of child psychopathology, 

wheree the clinical perspective has been tied to the former and the psychometric to 

thee latter, and 

2)) A conceptually derived as opposed to an empirically derived model of child 

psychopathology,, where, again, the clinical perspective has been tied to the 

formerr and the psychometric to the latter. 

Thee studies which evaluated DSM-questionnaires on the basis of psychometric 

principless (Burns et al., 1997a, 1997b; Gomez et al., 1999; Pillow et al.; 1998, 

Spence,, 1998) have disregarded that, by doing so, the two traditions are brought 

together.. For example, the application of the factor analytic model in these studies, 

whichh is a dimensional model, seems inconsistent with the DSM assumption of 

categoricall  disorders. We therefore seek to clarify first how the above two differences 

betweenn the clinical and psychometric perspectives relate to one another. Our position 

iss that a juxtaposing view of the clinical and the psychometric perspective is an 

outdatedd one. However, we are not satisfied by regarding these two approaches as 

merelyy complementary (Kasius, Ferninand, van den Berg, & Verhuist, 1997), since 

thiss muddles rather than sharpens a common descriptive framework of child 

psychopathology.. Rather, several investigators have made a strong case that future 

improvementt of classification in (child) psychiatry must be based on an integration of 

thee clinical and psychometric perspectives (Clark, Watson, & Reynolds, 1995; 

Kamphauss and Frick, 1996; Waldman, Lilienfield & Lahey, 1995). Questionnaires 

whichh are conceptualised on the basis of the DSM diagnostic criteria, and which are 

evaluatedd and refined on the basis of psychometric criteria, provide one such 

integrativee attempt. It is argued in the present introduction that the alleged differences 

betweenn categorical and dimensional models, and between empirical and conceptual 

modelss of child psychopathology are not so different as has sometimes been claimed 

(seee Cantwell & Rutter, 1994; Kasius et al., 1997). Following this, it is argued that the 

strengthss of both the clinical and the psychometric perspectives are used when 

evaluatingg DSM based questionnaires on the basis of psychometric criteria, thus 

furtherr enhancing knowledge in this field. 
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AA categorical or a dimensional view of model of child psychopathology? 

Thee difference between a categorical and a dimensional model of child 

psychopathologyy may be summarised as follows: The categorical view of childhood 

disorderss assumes the existence of discrete disorders, where those who have the 

disorderr differ qualitatively from those who do not. In contrast, the dimensional view 

assumess continuity of psychopathology with normal behaviour, i.e. quantitative 

differencess between those who have low scores and those who have high scores on a 

givenn syndrome dimension. Many have argued, and for varying disorders, that a 

dimensionall  view may be more consistent with the data (see, for example, Bannister, 

1968;; Cantwell & Rutter, 1994; Cromwell, 1975; Tennen, Hall, & Affleck, 1995). 

TwoTwo main examples are put forward here: 

First,, positing a discrete boundary between normality and mental illness is 

problematicc because, empirically, it is difficult to draw the line between normal 

variationn and psychopathology. That is, most symptoms are present to some degree in 

thee normal population. Likewise, there is variation in severity within a group of 

childrenn diagnosed with a particular disorder. A categorical model, aimed at a 

dichotomouss decision on the presence of a disorder, treats all individuals who meet 

thee diagnostic criteria alike. Similarly, a categorical model treats those, whether 

virtuallyy symptom free or just below clinical threshold alike (Krueger et al., 1998). At 

present,, our knowledge of the meaning of mild, moderate, or severe psychopathology, 

andd how this relates to underlying dysfunction is, at best, limited. Adoption of the 

categoricall  perspective implies that we are unable to employ all of the potential 

informationn available. We propose, therefore, not to ignore these differences in rank 

orderr by establishing (arbitrary) cut-off scores. An example of potential loss of 

informationn is provided by the analysis of continuity and change, as described by 

Kruegerr et al. (1998). A person may, for example, at one point in time, meet the 

criteriaa for Major Depression, and at a second point in time fall just below diagnostic 

threshold.. That this change is, in reality, very small is lost under the categorical 

model,, but not under a dimensional model. Our current conceptions of, for example, 

Majorr Depression as episodic and Dysthymia as chronic may therefore be an 

overstatement.. A residual level of depressed baseline symptomatology may 

characterisee major depressive patients between episodes, while dysthymic patients 
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mayy display more fluctuation in symptomatology than is currently assumed. A 

dimensionall  model is aimed at quantifying these fluctuations in severity on a single 

dimensionn of depressive symptomatology, where individuals may move up or down at 

differentt times (Zuckermann, 1999, p. 159). This, in turn, may enhance knowledge on 

thee meaning of the observed variance in severity. 

Second,, the large body of literature which addressed comorbidity in child 

psychopathologyy (see Angold, Costello, & Erkanli, 1999) suggests that children's 

problemss do not easily fall into a single category. This suggests that the categorical 

perspective,, which is aimed at assigning a single diagnosis, is not compatible with the 

observedd variation in symptomatology which cuts across diagnostic boundaries. This 

problemm of fuzzy boundaries between different categories may be taken into account 

byy the dimensional model which posits delineation of a relatively small number of 

validd syndrome dimensions, which may co-occur. This model provides a profile of 

scoress on different problem domains, rather than a single diagnosis. Thus, in the 

dimensionall  model, both degree and patterns of comorbidity are investigated, rather 

thann defined away through arbitrary exclusion rules or the introduction of combined 

diagnosticc categories. Currently, knowledge on the significance of comorbidity is 

ratherr limited. Therefore, we propose to focus on the typical patterns of co-occurring 

problemm dimensions and use these as a means of investigating how comorbidity arises. 

Forr example, Generalised Anxiety and Depression are highly comorbid (Zuckerman, 

1999,, p. 87). It has been suggested that these two disorders are clear members of one 

groupp because they have a core genetic quality in common, yet manifest themselves in 

differentt ways through different environmental precursors (Eley & Stevenson, 1999; 

Kendlerr et al., 1995; Roy, Neale, Pedersen, Mathé, & Kendler, 1995). Given an 

appropriatee research design, this hypothesis can be tested when the relative positions 

off  persons on both Generalised Anxiety and Depression are taken into consideration. 

Whatt these two examples illustrate is that the observed phenomenology of 

childhoodd disorders can reasonably be viewed as having dimensional qualities. We are 

nott the first to argue for a dimensional model (Achenbach, 1995; Clark et al. 1995; 

Zuckerman,, 1999, p. 414). The critical point we want to make here is that adoption of 

aa dimensional model for an on symptomatology based taxonomy of childhood 

disorderss is not in conflict with the DSM assumption of the existence of qualitatively 
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differentt disorders. The existence of disorders which are qualitatively different from 

normalityy does not rule out variation in severity at the phenomenological level among 

thosee children who have the disorder (Cantwell & Rutter, 1994). Nor does it rule out 

variationn in the relative absence of the same symptoms among children who do not 

havee the disorder, or overlap in the degree to which symptoms are present between 

thosee who have the disorder and those who do not. Likewise, the existence of 

qualitativelyy different disorders does not rule out typical patterns of manifest 

symptomatologyy across different problem domains. Our position is that a dimensional 

modell  of childhood disorders may describe current symptom data more precisely, and 

ass such, may cut more deeply into current research questions, and potentially may 

providee more precise answers. 

Wallerr and Meehl (1998) argue that it is a common misconception that a 

discretee and qualitatively different category (a "taxon") precludes dimensionality. 

Theyy argue that the convenient dichotomy "taxonic versus dimensional", should read, 

strictlyy speaking, "taxonic-dimensional versus dimensional only". That is, when a 

qualitativelyy distinct category exists, its distribution is likely to be part of a mixture, 

whichh is located within one, or more, latent dimensions. Along somewhat similar 

lines,, Rutter (1996) argued that while childhood disorders as traditionally diagnosed 

mayy be qualitatively distinct, the liabilities to these conditions may, indeed, be 

distributedd continuously. Suspending judgement by treating the dimensional-

categoricall  issue as an open question allows for the identification of genuine taxons 

(Meehl,, 1999). The implication of this is that allowance must be made for the 

dimensionall  qualities of symptom data. In other words, whether the diagnostic 

dichotomyy merely reflects agreement on some diagnostic threshold value on the 

continuumm of the liability to the disorder (Zuckerman, 1999, p. 53), is predicated on a 

reall  disparity between normality and dysfunction of the biological system (Klein, 

1999),, or otherwise, is unlikely to be answered by preconceived adoption of the 

categoricall  model. 

Evenn if this view of categories within dimensions were not subscribed to, the 

followingg hypothetical example, adopted from Wallen and Meehl's work (1998), 

compellinglyy illustrates how the dimensional factor analytic model, used in the 

presentt study, may be successfully applied even in a situation where the "latent" 
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variablee is indisputably discontinuous. Suppose that, in a mixed gender sample, the 

followingg variables are measured: hair length, vocal pitch, chest girth, hip to waist 

ratio,, sociability, fingernail length, and knowledge of flowers. These are all imperfect 

indicatorss of biological gender, since women typically score higher on these variables 

thann men. The implication is that these variables are correlated. Suppose that a factor 

analysiss is conducted on these variables. The outcome of this analysis shows a gender 

factor,, regardless of the fact that the variable gender is a prime example of being 

categoricall  in nature, divided in two qualitatively different and almost mutually 

exclusivee categories. In contrast to gender, for most childhood disorders there is no 

flawlessflawless method to define caseness. In the absence of known impaired function, 

classificationn is dependent on (imprecise) phenomenological descriptions, like those 

containedd in the diagnostic criteria of the DSM. These, as argued, show dimensional 

qualities.. If a set of indicators have appreciable validity for a taxon, they covary, and a 

factorr analysis must necessarily reveal a factor (Meehl, 1999). Thus, even if (a 

number)) of childhood syndromes turn out to be qualitatively distinct, in the absence of 

suchh knowledge, the factor analytic model may be used for determining 

distinguishablee problem domains and their valid indicators. 

AA conceptually derived or an empirically derived taxonomy of childhood disorders? 

Ass stated above, different conceptualisations of childhood disorders resulted from the 

clinicall  and psychometric perspectives: clinical and empirical syndromes. 

Traditionally,, clinical expert-judgement was assumed to guarantee the validity of the 

clinicall  syndromes (Oosterveld, 1996). The dimensional approach toward syndrome 

conceptualisationn resulted from dissatisfaction with this initial lack of empirical 

validationn (Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1978; Achenbach, 1995; Quay, 1986a, 1986b). 

Thee dimensional perspective took an empirical position on the identification of 

childhoodd syndromes (Achenbach, 1995). In contrast to DSM, the contention was that 

childhoodd syndromes should not be defined by pre-existing concepts but must be 

empiricallyy generated on the basis of data. This was done by an exploratory analysis 

off  the associations between childhood problems, using Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA)) or Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA). Presently for the clinical syndromes, 

however,, the sole reliance on clinical expert-judgement for syndrome 
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conceptualisationn and selection of diagnostic criteria is uncommon. For example, a 

majorr goal of the DSM-IV field studies was to empirically assess the utility of all 

potentiall  diagnostic criteria for the childhood disruptive behaviour disorders (Lahey, 

Loeber,, Quay, Frick & Grimm, 1992; Lahey, Applegate, Barkley, et al. 1994; Lahey, 

Aplegate,, McBurnett et al., 1994). The empirical approach places DSM 

conceptualisationss in the domain of hypothetical constructs, i.e. the validity of the 

notionn that they are meaningful conditions which we think tend to be manifest by 

particularr symptoms has to be tested (Rutter & Pickles, 1990). This is in contrast to a 

reifiedd conception of DSM syndromes as having reality in their own right (Ingram, 

Miranda,, & Segal, 1998, p. 102). The original distinction empirical versus non-

empiricall  is therefore no longer meaningful: Both taxonomies aim at empirical 

validation.. The current difference between clinical and empirical syndromes is 

thereforee best characterised by the former representing a deductive, i.e. a conceptually 

driven,, yet possibly empirically modified approach, and the latter representing an 

inductive,, data driven approach towards conceptualisation of childhood 

psychopathology. . 

Sincee the empirically derived syndromes were derived on the basis of data, the 

positionn has sometimes been taken that the empirical syndromes are more factual than 

thee clinical syndromes. This stance was, for example, reflected in a recent paper by 

Angold,, Costello, & Erkanli (1999). It was posited that "a very large body of literature 

[...]]  has established at least seven highly replicable factor analytically derived 

syndromes".. This was then taken to indicate that "the content of individual [clinical] 

syndromess consists of mixtures of different "types" of symptoms" (Angold, Costello 

&&  Erkanli, 1999, p. 62; parentheses are ours). By evaluating the clinical syndromes 

usingg the empirical syndromes as a standard, strong claims are made that the latter 

representt some objective truth. 

Thee position taken here is that the claim of the inductive factor analyst that the 

factorss which account for the variation in child psychopathology can be objectively 

derivedd from data through using the mathematical method of factor analysis is an 

overstatementt (see Block, 1995). It is hard to imagine how factor analysis can be used 

withoutt judgement of the investigator involved. First, factor analysis, as an effective 

exploratoryy procedure, relies on proper sampling of the salient variables, since the 
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factorss which are "discovered" are dependent on the variables in the analyses. It is 

thereforee not clear where to start when selecting problem items without some a priori 

ideaa of what these salient variables are. A second and related argument is that, even if 

itt could be demonstrated that all variables in the domain of child psychopathology 

havee been completely sampled, the outcome of an inductive factor analysis is still 

dependentt on the items used. That is, when a particular content domain is over-

representedd in the item pool, it is due precisely to the strength of the workings of the 

factorr analytic method identified as a separate factor. This may, for example, occur for 

thee simple reason that many slightly different forms of aggression are at our disposal 

ass compared to fewer tangible variations of sad affect. This allows a more 

differentiatedd structure of the former and poor specificity for the latter. It is, again, 

howw the investigator decides whether a more differentiated structure of aggression is 

redundant,, or of fundamental clinical and theoretical significance. Third, the 

investigatorr is not actually discovering factors so much as creating them. This is done 

byy deciding on the number of factors to be extracted, and by choosing a rotational 

proceduree which determines the orientation of the factors in the dimensional space. 

Thesee are thorny decisions, since no flawless guidelines exist for either, yet the 

contentt of the resulting factors is highly dependent on both. Fourth, the factors should 

bee given some kind of interpretation, which should carry with it some idea of what the 

relevantt syndrome dimensions are. 

Inn addition, there is the problem of the robustness of the findings. Even if 

subjectivee influences have been kept absolutely to a minimum, this approach is by 

definitionn data driven and the outcome is, therefore, dependent on the many adverse 

influencess that afflict correlation coefficients (see Block, 1995). Psychopathological 

symptomm data are particularly vulnerable to unstable correlation coefficients due to 

theirr inherent skewness and crude response categories (Hartman et al., 1999). A 

secondd source of instability affecting the outcome of an EFA stems from the 

substantiall  correlations between different syndrome dimensions. They may be too 

highlyy correlated with other constructs in the multivariate space to disentangle the 

constructt which are being pursued (see Little, Lindenberger, & Nesselroade, 1999). 

Third,, the symptoms are not necessarily specific indicators of only a single problem 

dimension.. As a consequence, the resulting problem dimensions of an EFA rotational 
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proceduree may not replicate in an independent sample. Finally, spurious "method" 

correlationss may result when problem items are rated by a single informant (Wangby, 

Bergman,, & Magnusson, 1999). This provides an unknown degree of reliable, yet 

constructt irrelevant covariance, which affects the outcome of an EFA in some 

unknownn way. It is these data characteristics which make it difficult to properly 

recoverr the factors. Although in principle the search for truly inductively derived 

syndromee dimensions which are both necessary and sufficient to describe the 

phenomenologyy of psychopathology in children is laudable, the realisation thereof is 

notoriouslyy difficult. 

Too illustrate, it is doubtful whether the aforementioned inductively derived 

"highlyy replicable factor structure" identified by Achenbach et al. (1989) is indeed as 

robustt as has been claimed (Angold et al. 1999). A recent confirmatory factor analytic 

studyy by Hartman et al. (1999) found littl e evidence for this model above and beyond 

aa rough distinction between internalising and externalising problem domains. The 

positionn taken here is that a strictly inductive analysis of symptom associations will 

nott easily reveal information which is more factual than the phenomenological 

distinctionss that, from the clinical perspective, are currently considered relevant. For 

example,, despite rigorous inductive effort in the field of personality research, 

consensuss on truly inductively derived personality dimensions seems to have been 

reachedd only with regard to two personality factors: neuroticism and extraversion 

(Block,, 1995, Kline 1998). It is probably safe to predict that rigorous inductive effort 

directedd at finding the factors which account for the variation in the phenomenology 

off  child psychopathology will not easily lead to consensus beyond the two domains of 

internalisingg and externalising problem behaviour for which consensus has already 

beenn reached. 

AA recent simulation study by Little et al. (1999) showed empirically that 

reliancee on a priori knowledge (Confirmatory Factor Analysis) resulted in more 

appropriatee recovery of the factors and their relative positions toward each other than 

whenn data-driven methods were used (EFA or PCA). Thus, our position is that 

advancementt in child psychopathology is dependent upon conceptual development 

combinedd with deductive empirical validity testing of construct representations using 

statisticall  methods. A priori selection of indicators to represent the constructs is 
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importantt herein, since this provides a grip on the two major threats to construct 

validity:: construct under-representation, which refers to a failure to include important 

facetss of the construct, and construct irrelevant variance, which refers to an inclusion 

off  excess variance unrelated to the construct (Messick, 1995). From this perspective, 

inductivee empirical identification of syndrome dimensions cannot be but a starting 

point,, since identification of syndrome dimensions does not equate with optimally 

validd measurement for which a conceptually driven strategy for item selection is 

required.. The use of CFA additionally provides a firmer grip on the many sources of 

samplee instability described above, because it is not the syndrome dimensions 

themselvess which change under varying data conditions, but rather, goodness of fit. 

Thatt is, when factor analysing multiple samples, instead of having to interpret the 

similarityy of qualitatively different factors, which is difficult, the goodness of fit 

indicess provide the models' degree of divergence from the data. These quantitative 

differencess in model fit to the data are easier to interpret. Thus, in a deductive 

approachh towards conceptualisation of childhood psychopathology the emphasis has 

shiftedd to conceptual argument, followed by indicator choice, followed by empirical 

testing.. It is aimed at sharpening a priori conceptualised constructs, gradually, in view 

off  empirical evidence, rather than being aimed at an overall identification of syndrome 

dimensions. . 

Evenn more important, evidence for fundamental distinctions between 

syndromess is unlikely to be revealed on the basis of symptom associations alone. They 

aree more likely to be defined in combination with evidence from other levels of 

explanation,, such as their co-occurrence with certain deviations or dysfunctions in the 

neurobiologicall  or cognitive systems. Indeed, most research effort in child psychiatry 

iss directed at external construct validation, i.e. finding differential relations between 

DSMM phenomenological distinctions and variables which are external to the 

taxonomy,, such as the aforementioned (Quay, 1986a ; Waldman et al„  1995). Clearly, 

theree is no guarantee that DSM-IV conceptualisations furnish the best possible base 

fromm which to explore and sharpen relations with external variables. Following this, 

theree is no guarantee that the research effort directed at improving internal construct 

validityy such as the present paper is well-spent. The reason for arguing that DSM 

conceptualisationss should be used as a starting point for developing and refining 
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measurementt instruments is pragmatic: We do not know of any better 

phenomenologicall  basis. Even the strongest opponents of the DSM-IV classification 

systemm consider it a success in terms of enhanced phenomenological description 

(Follettee & Houts, 1996). Clearly, there are notoriously difficult problems with regard 

too external construct validation. For example, with regard to aetiology associations 

withh external variables may cross diagnostic lines: Different pathological processes 

mayy cause identical phenomenology, and different phenomenology may be caused by 

largelyy identical aetiological factors. For most syndromes, it is unlikely that there is 

onee specific causal agent, if only for the reason that those classified with one and the 

samee DSM diagnosis nevertheless manifest rather heterogeneous symptoms. Even if 

moree homogeneously defined psychiatric phenotypes could be sub-typed, for example 

throughh linkage with more basic neurobiological or cognitive processes (see Nigg, in 

press),, it is likely that multiple pathways of complexly linked aetiological factors 

underlyy the onset of a particular syndrome. The point here is that, no matter how 

complexx the relationships, the embedding of the hypothesised constructs within theory 

andd the subsequent testing thereof is crucial for providing the rationale for a proposed 

taxonomy. . 

Thee present paper focuses on the internal construct validity of DSM-IV 

syndromes,, operationalised in parent and teacher questionnaires, as measuring the 

conceptss they purport to measure. While all inferences whether in a clinical or a 

researchh context depend on the quality of the measurement instruments used, internal 

constructt validity has not been a great concern to the constructors of the DSM-IV 

(Zuckerman,, 1999, p. 49), and psychometric research effort is of fairly recent date. To 

thee extent that measurement instruments of DSM constructs are inaccurate or 

imprecise,, results pertaining to the association with aetiology, course, and treatment, 

orr with neurobiological or cognitive processes, are bound to be subject to error. This 

suggestss that psychometric theory may contribute to putting the proposed DSM-IV 

conceptss on a more precise empirical foundation. The aim of the present paper can be 

summarisedd as follows: Given that most research efforts in child psychiatry is directed 

att proving differential links of DSM syndromes with external variables, and given that 

DSM-questionnairess have gained in use for this purpose, to what extent is the 

hypothesisedd structure of these questionnaires in agreement with the data, and 
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followingg this, to what extent are inferences based on the syndrome scales in these 

questionnairess legitimate? 

Method d 

Subjects Subjects 

Dataa were collected from: The Netherlands, Canada, and the United States of 

America.. Table 1 provides the age and gender distributions for each of these samples. 

Bothh parent and teacher ratings of both clinically referred and general population 

sampless were analysed, except for the United States, for which the parent general 

populationn sample was missing. 

Instruments Instruments 

Differentt questionnaires were used for each country: the Ontario Child Health Study 

Scales-Revisedd (OCHS-R) for Canada (Boyle et al., 1993; MacLeod, McNamee, 

Boyle,, Offord, & Friedrich, 1999), and the Child Symptom Inventory-4 (CSI-4) for 

thee United States (Gadow & Sprafkin, 1994, 1997). These questionnaires were 

conceptuallyy developed to represent a number of DSM syndrome dimensions. For The 

Netherlands,, the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) and the Teacher Report Form 

(TRF)) were used (Achenbach, 1991a, 1991b), along with a questionnaire which was 

designedd to measure the DSM-IV constructs studied here (see below). Thus, the Dutch 

DSM-IVV model evaluated here consists of problem items drawn from the CBCL and 

thee TRF, in addition to the DSM-IV targeted problem items. Since the questionnaires 

off  the present study were independently developed, they differ in a number of 

respects.. These differences in operationalisation may account for some of the variation 

inn the results. They are described below. 

Itt should be borne in mind that the focus of the present study is on the validity 

off  the hypothesised DSM concepts across these different operationalisations of DSM. 

Thee outcome of a factor analytic study is influenced by the idiosyncrasies of the 

variables,, the sample, or the informant included in the analysis. Strong evidence for 

thee internal construct validity may be inferred when these latent variables are 

corroboratedd in multiple operationalisations of the constructs, in multiple types of 

samples,, and when rated by multiple informants. This cannot be achieved on the basis 
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off  a single operationalisation, a single type of sample, or a single type of informant. 

Ann additional asset of the present DSM based instruments is that each latent variable 

iss operationalised by a relatively large number of problem items. This captures each 

constructt more comprehensively than when operationalised by a few problem items, 

i.e.. large models provide a more revealing test than small models with regard to 

demonstrationn or discontinuation that unidimensional constructs have been measured. 

Furthermore,, the present instruments measure multiple constructs. Multidimensional 

modelss are more diagnostic than unidimensional models in demonstrating internal 

constructt validity. By contrasting a particular construct with what it is not, e.g. Major 

Depressionn is not measured by items which measure Generalised Anxiety, Attention-

deficit/Hyperactivityy Disorder (ADHD), Conduct Disorder (CD) or Oppositional 

Defiantt Disorder (ODD), the meaning of the constructs in the model becomes more 

circumscribed,, and, hence, the model can be more easily disconfirmed by the data (see 

Gerbingg & Anderson, 1984). 

Wee studied the six constructs which were measured in all 11 samples: 

Problemss with Attention, Hyperactivity-rmpulsivity, CD, ODD, Generalised Anxiety, 

andd Depression. In Appendix A is listed all the problem items included in this study. 

Ourr choice to focus on a common latent structure should not be contused with the 

scopee of the questionnaires. These six constructs form a subset of what is covered by 

thee OCHS-R, the CSI-4, and the CBCL/TRF. The OCHS-R additionally includes 

itemss measuring Separation Anxiety. The CSI-4 additionally includes items measuring 

Separationn Anxiety Disorder, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, Tourette syndrome, 

Schizophrenia,, Pervasive Developmental Disorder, Social Phobia, and Bipolar 

Disorder.. The CBCL/TRF consists of items which measure the empirically derived 

constructss Withdrawn, Somatisation, Anxious/Depressed, Social Problems, Thought 

Problems,, Attention Problems, Delinquency, and Aggression, from which, for the 

purposee of the present study, a number of items were used which are relevant to 

measurementt of DSM-IV constructs. The Dutch DSM-based items cover the six 

constructss studied here. The reader is referred to previous studies on the OCHS-R 

(Boylee et al., 1993; MacLeod et al., 1999), the CSI-4 (Gadow & Sprafkin, 1994, 1997, 

1998;; McBurnett & Pfiffner, 1997), and the CBCL/TRF (Achenbach, 1991a, 1991b) 

forr those items not included in the present study. 
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Thee operationalisation of the six constructs differs both with regard to item 

contentt and format of presentation. First, with regard to content, the OCHS-r is DSM-

III- RR based, while the CSI-4 and the items drawn from the CBCL/TRF and the Dutch 

DSMM symptom list are DSM-IV based. Overlap of problem items across samples is 

thuss restricted to problem items which are common to both DSM-III-R and DSM-IV. 

Additionally,, a number of items which typically occur in the home situation are not 

ratedd by teachers. In total, 37 DSM symptoms are covered in all samples. Exact item 

wordingg is different between instruments. Typically, the CSI-4 contains more detailed 

descriptionss of the targeted problem behaviour than the OCHS-r and the Dutch item 

set.. Second, the OCHS-r and the Dutch items consist of an enriched set of problem 

itemss in addition to the DSM diagnostic criteria. For example, in the Canadian model, 

thee OCHS-r item "has trouble enjoying self" is included to measure Depression, and 

inn the Dutch model, the item "constant testing of limits" is included to measure ODD. 

Bothh are not strictly DSM items. In contrast, the CSI-4 is more strictly DSM-IV based. 

Thee enriched item sets in Canada and The Netherlands were included to ensure a 

broadlyy defined coverage of the six hypothesised constructs. 

Withh regard to the format of these instruments, several points need to be noted. 

First,, CSI-4 items are presented to parents and teachers by blocks of items for each 

problemm domain (first all the items for Problems with Attention, then all items for 

Hyperactivity-Impulsivity,, etc.). In contrast, the OCHS-r items and the Dutch 

CBCL/TRFF and DSM-IV items are presented randomly. Second, the OCHS-r and the 

Dutchh items are rated using a three-point Likert scale (Likert, 1932), where zero 

indicatess 'not true', 1 'somewhat or sometimes true', and 2 'very true or often true'. In 

contrast,, the CSI-4 uses a four point Likert scale, where zero indicates 'never', 1 

'sometimes',, 2 'often', and 3 Very often'. Since the results (e.g. model fit, factor 

loadings)) may be influenced by the number of response categories of the response 

scalee (described below), for purposes of comparisons across instruments, the latter 

twoo categories "often" and "very often" were collapsed to a single category. 

DSM-IVDSM-IV model 

AA model is a statement about the associations between variables. In the DSM-IV 

modell  there is specified which items are associated with which syndrome dimensions. 
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Inn the present study, the DSM-IV model is tested against the data by means of factor 

analysis.. The basic assumption is that DSM-IV syndrome dimensions are latent 

variabless (factors) whose manifestations are behavioural symptoms (see Appendix A 

forr the full list of problem items for the six constructs studied here). These latent 

variabless are assumed to be the organising force underlying the observed response 

consistenciess on the problem items in the questionnaire. In other words, the items in a 

syndromee scale should measure a common factor in order to be valid. The model 

specifiess that the covariance among the manifest problem items is explained by the 

factorr loadings of items on common factors and by the correlation between these 

factors.. CFA, used here, aims at empirical verification of the assumed relations of 

problemm items with DSM-IV constructs. In contrast to an EFA, both the number of 

factorss and the orientation of the factors in the factorial hyperspace are clearly defined 

byy the model. 

Thee factor loadings are estimated from the data. A factor loading represents 

thee degree to which a problem item is an indicator of the latent syndrome dimension. 

Thiss feature allows the problem items to be imperfect indicators of the underlying 

construct.. It also allows for a probabilistic rather than a defining nature of the problem 

itemss as indicators of an underlying syndrome dimension. That is, the factor analytic 

modell  is consistent with the polythetic principle of DSM which guides case definition. 

Thee polythetic principle holds that none of the symptoms which are hypothesised to 

bee indicators of the underlying syndrome is either sufficient or necessary for caseness 

(orr a high score, in dimensional terms). 

Thee correlations between the factors are also estimated from the data. This 

allowss for the known positive association between severity of a disorder and the 

likelihoodd that a child will meet the criteria for another disorder (Kovacs & Devlin, 

1998).. It also allows for the possibility that some syndrome dimensions are more 

relatedd to one another than others (Krueger at el., 1998; Newman et al., 1996). 

Iff  the model adequately fits the data, and problem items have been shown to be 

adequatee indicators of the underlying construct, items may be summed into a sum 

scoree which may be interpreted as the degree to which the syndrome is present. This is 

similarr to the prototypical principle of DSM. The prototypical principle holds that 

patientss can be ranked with regard to their degree of category membership or 
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prototypicall  resemblance (Klein, 1999). If there are, for example, eight equally 

symptomaticc manifestations of a given disorder, an individual with all eight is 

prototypical,, and an individual with five symptoms is less likely to have the disorder. 

Thiss is consistent with summing items into scale scores. If the model is consistent 

withh the data, the correlations between factors may be interpreted as the degree to 

whichh the different problem dimensions co-occur. 

Forr the majority of problem items, assignment of problem items to factors is 

unequivocal,, since they are directly derived from the diagnostic criteria formulated in 

thee DSM-IV. It should be noted that it is to some extent arbitrary whether or not to 

assignn a particular problem item to a given factor. DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for one 

disorderr are often listed as the diagnostic features of a second disorder. It may well be 

thatt a number of problem items for one syndrome dimension require an additional 

loadingg on a second syndrome dimension. A conservative approach was followed here 

withh regard to the a priori specification of double loadings for the following reason: 

Thee aforementioned model feature of correlated factors may account for the presence 

off  problems from other problem domains. In some instances, DSM-IV specifically 

specifiess overlapping diagnostic criteria for multiple disorders. Factor correlations tap 

thee co-occurrence of problems at the aggregated dimensional level, but cannot account 

forr this overlap at the level of the individual item. Therefore, based on DSM-IV rules, 

Tabless 3a to 3f, columns 1, show that a number of symptoms were a priori specified to 

loadd on more than one problem dimension. These problem items are indicated by a 

"*" .. Appendix B describes these a priori secondary loadings in the DSM-IV model. 

Too illustrate, the diagnostic criteria for Depression are, in part, similar to the 

diagnosticc criteria for other problem domains. For example, Depression in children 

mayy be manifested through "anger". "Angry or resentful" occurs in ODD. This item 

wass allowed to load on both factors. We illustrate here the arbitrariness of this choice: 

Itt would be inconsistent with DSM-IV to narrow down the scope of how Depression 

mightt be manifested. Yet, if "angry or resentful" is allowed to have a secondary 

loading,, the next question is why are not all ODD symptoms, which in varying forms 

representt anger, allowed to have secondary loadings on Depression? When every 

ODDD symptom increases with an increase of Depression symptoms, double loadings 

aree not required, since the estimated correlation between ODD and Depression would 
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accountt for this association. 

Hence,, the a priori defined DSM-IV model evaluated here should be viewed as 

aa starting point. The specificity of symptoms for measuring a given syndrome is 

studiedd extensively in the second "elaboration" part of this study: First, from the 

outcomee of the a priori specified DSM-IV model follow the redundant factor loadings, 

i.e.. those which were specified to load with a particular factor but were not 

empiricallyy verified, which is indicated by low factor loadings. Second, the necessary 

butt not a priori specified loadings, i.e. those which have an unforeseen loading with 

anotherr factor, follow from the outcome of the analyses as well. This is indicated by 

inadequatee model fit and large Expected Parameter Change indices (described below), 

whichh is followed in the present study by model modification (also described below). 

DataData Analysis 

Childhoodd psychiatric symptoms do not fulfi l the factor analytic requirements of 

normallyy distributed variables. They are generally skewed (see, for example, 

Farringtonn & Loeber, in press). As is the case with most questionnaires measuring 

childhoodd psychopathology, the problem items are scored on an ordinal rather than a 

continuouss response format. There is no agreed best method for factor analysing a 

largee number of highly skewed, ordinally scored items with sample sizes as used here. 

(Hartmann et al., 1999). To account for the choices here, a brief description is provided. 

MeasureMeasure of association 

Inn factor analysis, the unit of analysis is the statistical association between the problem 

items.. Thus, a crucial first step with regard to data analysis is to determine the optimal 

measuree of association. There is no straightforward answer as to what is the best 

measuree of association. Generally, CFA requires the analysis of covariances (Bollen, 

1989).. However, the maximum value of the covariance between two categorically 

scoredd items is increasingly attenuated, the smaller the number of response categories, 

andd the more the item responses depart from an equal distribution among the response 

categoriess (Farrington & Loeber, in press; Muthén, 1989). These limitations apply to 

thee distributions of the problem items analysed here, i.e. skewed distributions and a 

three-pointt response format. These disadvantageous conditions require the analysis of 
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polychoricc correlations (Jöreskog, 1994; Muthén, 1995; Olsson, 1979). Simulation 

studiess have shown that for response distributions which deviate from normality, 

generally,, polychoric correlations provide accurate estimates of the magnitude of 

pairwisee correlations under the condition of multivariate normality (Babakus, 

Ferguson,, & Jöreskog, 1987). Covariances were nevertheless chosen as the unit of 

analysis,, here. The rationale for this choice is as follows: Polychoric correlations are 

muchh more unstable than covariances, and therefore require large samples. Although 

samplee sizes, here, are not small with regard to their absolute sizes, they are, indeed, 

smalll  with regard to reliable estimation of polychoric correlations under conditions of 

skewnesss and discreteness (see Hartman et al., 1999). More specifically, it has been 

shownn for dichotomous items that different Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) 

computerr programs estimate diverging values for the pairwise tetrachoric correlation 

coefficientt between two variables, under the condition that one of the cells in the two 

byy two frequency table of responses is zero (cf. SEMNET, April 15, 1996; April 28, 

1996).. Zero cells occur frequently in psychopathological data, especially in samples of 

limitedd size, for symptoms which have a low prevalence, or for symptoms which are 

unlikelyy to go together in one and the same child. Therefore, the results presented in 

thee present study are based on covariances, which are more stable than the polychoric 

correlations.. The major drawback of using attenuated covariances as the unit of 

analysiss is downwardly biased factor loadings. 

FitFit  Junction 

Choosingg a fit function is guided by the distribution of the items. Commonly, the 

normall  distribution theory fit functions (e.g. Maximum Likelihood) are used, which 

applyy to multivariate normally distributed variables. In contrast, the Asymptotic 

Distributionn Free (ADF) fit function applies to all other distributions (Browne, 1984). 

Theoretically,, the ADF estimator is the appropriate fit function, here. In practice, 

however,, the usefulness of the ADF fit function is seriously limited by its extreme 

instabilityy (Hu, Bentier, & Kano, 1992). Simulation studies have shown that the ADF 

approachh requires very large sample sizes and small models in order to perform 

satisfactorilyy (Muthén & Kaplan, 1985; 1992). Skewed variables aggravate this 

problemm with ADF and introduce additional estimation problems (see Muthén, 1989). 
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Thee large models evaluated here, due to the large number of items, combined with the 

skewedd distribution of the items, prohibit the use of ADF. Although the assumption of 

multivariatee normality is violated, the Maximum Likelihood (ML) fit function is 

neverthelesss used. When ML estimation is applied to skewed categorical data, the 

Chi-squaree statistic of model fit is inflated and standard errors of the parameter 

estimatess are underestimated. Fortunately, the estimates of the model parameters 

themselvess are robust under ML when distribution assumptions are violated (Muthén 

&&  Kaplan, 1985; 1992). 

ModelModel Fit 

ConventionalConventional rules of Jit 

Ass noted above, in ML estimation under violation of distribution assumptions the 

Chi-squaree statistic does not follow the theoretical Chi-square distribution but is 

inflated.. This seriously impedes the evaluation of the adequacy of the models studied 

here.. The goodness of fit of a model to the data may be assessed by other indices than 

thee Chi-square. Multiple fit indices are generally used because there is no agreed upon 

bestt fit index. The following fit indices were considered in the present study: Root 

Meann Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) (Steiger, 1990), Root Mean Square 

Residuall  (RMR) (Bollen, 1989), Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 

1989;; Tanaka & Huba, 1985), and the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) (Bentler, 1990). 

Thesee fit indices are based on different construction principles and consequently 

emphasisee different aspects of model fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999, in press). 

AA major problem with these fit indices is that the theoretical probability 

distributionss for these fit indices are unknown. Consequently, rules of thumb are used 

forr the range of values which are generally taken to indicate adequate fit. This 

concernss the following ranges: RMSEA [0.03-0.08]; RMR [0-0.05]; GFI [0.90-1.00]; 

CFII  [0.90-1.00]. What is unknown, however, is the extent to which the data 

characteristicss reported here influence the values of these fit indices. These fixed rules 

off  thumb for cut-off values for adequate fit may not work well with large models, 

largee sample sizes, and categorically skewed variables, resulting in a less than optimal 

measuree of association (covariance) and estimation method (ML). Therefore, whether 

thee rules of thumb apply to the present situation is unknown. 
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Thee results based on conventional rules of fit  should thus be interpreted with 

caution.. Two additional means of assessing model fit are used to aid in the judgement 

off  model adequacy: simulation and comparison with other models. These are 

describedd below. 

Thee DSM-IV model was fitted to the data using Lisrei 8.12a (Jöreskog & 

Sörbom,, 1993b) 

Simulation Simulation 

Valuess of the Chi-square and the various fit  indices which indicate inadequate fit  may 

resultt from violation of the factor analytic requirement of multivariate normality of the 

variabless rather than from an inappropriate model. This bias may become more 

seriouss in interaction with both sample size and model magnitude, both of which are 

largee in the present study. Thus, inadequate fit values do not unequivocally indicate 

thatt the model is inadequate. It was, therefore, decided that additional procedures were 

neededd for evaluating goodness of fit  of the DSM-IV model. One way to accomplish 

thiss is by means of studying the Chi-square and the other fit indices in a simulation 

study. . 

Inn simulation, instead of deciding on the fit of the model on the basis of the 

theoreticall  statistical distribution of a fit index (Chi-square) or on the basis of rules of 

thumbb for cut-off values (RMSEA, RMR, GFI, CFI), which may or may not be 

applicablee to the present data, model fit  is evaluated by the empirical probability 

distributionn of these fit indices. A simulation study provides empirical distributions 

forr the various fit  indices taking into account the skewed, categorical distributions of 

thee item responses, as observed in the samples. In addition, potential effects of both 

modell  size and sample size are incorporated in these distributions. To accomplish this, 

simulationn samples with the distribution characteristics observed in the data are 

repeatedlyy drawn from a population for which the model being evaluated holds, but 

withh the introduction of random error through sampling. The model under study is 

fittedfitted to each of these simulation samples, in order to obtain an empirical sampling 

distributionn of the fit  indices. Actual values of the fit  indices as they are found for the 

DSM-IVV model in each of the samples used here may then be compared with this 

rangee of values which fall under random sampling variations when the model is 
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consistentt with the data, given model size and sample size. In these simulated 

distributionss of the fit indices, potentially inadequate fit due to inaccuracy of the 

modell  is disentangled from apparent inadequate fit caused by distributional violations. 

Thus,, these empirical sampling distributions of the fit indices provide a frame of 

referencee by which the fit of the DSM-IV model can be evaluated. 

Inn summary, the simulation study was designed here such that (1) model size 

andd sample size for the simulation samples are identical to model and sample size in 

thee actual data for which the DSM-IV model is evaluated, (2) The distribution 

characteristicss of the items in the simulation samples are like the item responses in the 

samplee for which the DSM-IV model is evaluated, and (3) The simulation samples are 

drawnn from a population for which the covariance structure implied by the DSM-IV 

modell  holds. 

Too obtain sufficiently precise results (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993), 400 

simulationn samples were drawn for each of the 11 samples. For each sample, an 

empiricall  probability distribution is provided for Chi-square, RMSEA, RMR, GFI and 

CFI,, based on 400 fits of the DSM-IV model, which was fitted to 400 simulation 

samples.. The simulation procedure is based on an algorithm originally proposed by 

Boomsmaa (1983). The technical background of this procedure has been described 

elsewheree (Hartman et al., 1999; Hox & Hartman, 1999, Hox & Hartman, 2000). The 

computerr programs Simulcat (Hox, 1998) and EQS 5.6 (Bentler, 1995) were used to 

performm the simulation study. 

ComparisonComparison with other models 

AA third way of deciding on adequacy of model fit  is to compare the DSM-IV model 

withh other models. The emphasis is on comparative fit  of the DSM-IV model within a 

(partially)) nested sequence of alternatively specified models. Five models were 

consideredd in which fewer problem dimensions were posited than the six dimensions 

inn the DSM-IV model. This allows for an evaluation of the explanatory power of the 

DSM-IVV model above and beyond these five more "crude" representations of the 

structuree in the data. In addition, two models were considered which are less 

restrictivee than the DSM-IV model. Comparison with the goodness of fit  of these 

modelss evaluates the degree to which the DSM-IV model failed to represent 
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accuratelyy the covariance structure in the data. 

Wee now describe the seven different models which were studied. Model 1, the 

mostt restrictive model fitted to the data, is the independence model. This model 

hypothesisess that all problem items in the model are uncorrelated, indicating that no 

commonn factors underlie the items. The goodness of fit of the independence model 

providess an index of the information in the data to be explained by better models, i.e. 

thee poorer the fit of the independence model, the more covariation present in the data. 

Thee independence model has the lowest possible fit compared to models that do 

assumee common factors. It can thus be considered as a baseline for evaluating the fit 

off  other models studied here. 

Modell  2 is the single-factor model. This model tests the possibility that a 

singlee undifferentiated latent dimension describes the covariance structure of the 

problemm items. 

Modell  3 is a two-factor model which is based on the distinction between 

internalisingg and externalising problems. This distinction may be regarded as the most 

robustt finding regarding the covariance structure of symptoms in child 

psychopathologyy (Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1978; Cantwell, 1996; Rutter et al., 1969; 

Verhuistt & Van der Ende, 1992). The first factor consists of the items measuring 

Problemss with Attention, Hyperactivity-Impulsivity, ODD and CD. The second factor 

consistss of the problem items measuring Generalised Anxiety and Depression. These 

twoo factors were allowed to correlate, consistent with the fact that children often 

simultaneouslyy manifest both types of behaviour (Angold et al., 1999, Wangby, 

Bergman,, & Magnusson, 1999) 

Modell  4 is a three-factor model in which ADHD, Aggressive Behaviour, and 

internalisingg problems are specified as separate factors. This model is based on 

findingss which suggest that Problems with Attention are distinct from Aggression 

(Achenbach,, 1991a, 1991b, Wangby et al., 1999). Again, the factors were allowed to 

correlate. . 

Modell  5 is the DSM-IV model. The six factors were allowed to correlate. The 

degreee to which the DSM-IV model shows improved fit over and above the goodness 

off  fit  of the aforementioned models provides insight into the relative explanatory 

powerr to describe the covariance patterns in the data. 
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Modell  6 is a modified DSM-IV model. When the DSM-IV model did not 

providee good fit in the present samples, in each of these samples there was explored 

postt hoc where the factor loading matrix deviated from the data. Thus, the modified 

DSM-IVV model evaluates the degree to which problem items load on different factors 

thann was hypothesised. Modification was based on the Expected Parameter Change 

indicess (EPCs), provided in the Lisrel 8.12a output. The EPC index points out those 

itemss which load with a factor at a higher level than is predicted from the loadings of 

itemss on common factors and the correlation between these factors, which are 

estimatedd on the basis of the DSM-IV model. Thus, the EPC indices were used in 

orderr to identify the necessary but not a priori specified loadings, i.e. those which 

havee an unforeseen loading with another factor (see Kaplan, 1990). In the DSM-IV 

modifiedd model, these loadings were modelled, starting with the largest, and up to a 

loadingg of 0.20. Clearly, this data driven procedure capitalises on chance. Despite the 

factt that part of the secondary factor loadings reported in the results section (Tables 3a 

too 3f) ought to be due to chance fluctuations, this procedure was considered the best 

possiblee option for evaluating how well the DSM-IV model held up in each sample 

oncee the items were free to load with any factor which improved consistency with the 

covariancee structure in the data. 

Modell  7, the unrestricted model (Jöreskog, 1979a), is the least restricted 

modell  fitted to the data, in order to assess the adequacy of fit of the DSM-IV model. 

Inn the unrestricted model, no specific pattern is specified for the problem items 

loadingg with the underlying syndrome dimensions, except for the minimum number of 

restrictionss required for model identification (Jöreskog, 1979a). The unrestricted 

modell  is statistically equivalent to an EFA and provides identical goodness of fit to 

thee data. This model essentially assesses whether the number of factors describe the 

dataa adequately, regardless of the content of the scales. The fit of the unrestricted 

modell  indicates the best possible fit for a six-factor model. 

Al ll  models were fitted to the data using Lisrel 8.12a (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 

1993b) ) 

Results s 

Parti ::  Model fit 
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AptnessAptness of the DSM-IV model using conventional rules of fit 

Tablee 2, column 6, provides overall model fit of the DSM-IV model for each of the 11 

samples,, starting with Canada, followed by The Netherlands, and the United States. In 

termss of conventional rules of fit  (RMSEA [0.03-0.08]; RMR [0-0.5]; GFI [.90-1.00]; 

CFII  [.90-1.00]), the various fit indices for the DSM-IV model did not suggest an 

adequatee model fit. RMSEAs were within or at the acceptable range of values 

indicatingg adequate fit. In contrast, RMRs were outside the range indicating adequate 

goodnesss of fit, and GFIs and CFIs were well outside the range of values which 

indicatee adequate model fit. Overall, then, on the basis of conventional rules of fit, the 

DSM-IVV model was not confirmed by the present data. Similar goodness of fit was 

foundd across countries, although perhaps a somewhat worse fit was found for the 

Dutchh samples. Comparison across types of samples but within countries suggested 

thatt for Canada and The Netherlands the DSM-IV model is somewhat more consistent 

withh the parent data than with the teacher data. This difference between parents and 

teacherss was not found for the United States. Population samples showed somewhat 

betterr goodness of fit than clinical samples, particularly the parent population samples. 

AptnessAptness of the DSM-IV model: simulation 

Tablee 2, column 7, provides the results of the simulation study. For each fit index a 

99%% two-sided interval was derived. This interval is based on the range of values 

whichh the fit indices show under random sampling error, when the simulation samples 

aree drawn from a population for which the DSM-IV model holds. In these 

distributionss are incorporated sample size, skew, discreteness, and model size of the 

specificc sample under study. Each distribution is based on 400 fits, resulting from 400 

timess fitting the DSM-IV model to 400 simulation samples. Thus, the intervals in 

Tablee 2, column 7, encompass the range of values which indicate good fit given de 

specificc data properties of the samples. They are used to evaluate goodness of fit  of 

thee DSM-IV model as it was estimated from the actual data (Table 2, column 6). 

Al ll  fit  indices based on the DSM-IV model were well outside the range of the 

99%% intervals in all samples. These results indicate that the DSM-IV model did not fit 

thee covariance structure of the data. 
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AptnessAptness of the DSM-IV model: comparison with alternative models 

Thee DSM-IV model was compared with the following six models: the independence 

model,, the single-factor, a two-factor, a three-factor, a DSM modified model, and the 

unrestrictedd model. Table 2 provides goodness of fit  for these alternative models in 

columnss 2, 3,4, 5, 8, and 9, respectively. 

Thee independence model provides, by definition, the lowest possible fit for the 

problemm items in these analyses, since it tests the hypothesis that there are no common 

factorss underlying the responses to the problem items. The results showed a poor fit 

throughoutt (model 1), indicating that in each sample there is substantial covariance 

amongg the problem items which may be explained by common factors. The fit of the 

independencee model was poorer for teacher data than for parent data (see RMR, in 

particular).. This indicates that symptoms correlate more among themselves in the 

teacherr data than in the parent data. This finding was most salient for both the 

Canadiann and US samples. 

Thee single-factor model showed considerable improvement in model fit 

comparedd with the independence model (model 2). This indicates that a substantial 

partt of the covariation is explained by a single undifferentiated factor. This finding 

wass salient in the population based samples, and more for the parent population 

sampless than the teacher population samples. In comparison, the clinical Canadian and 

Dutchh samples were less influenced by this undifferentiated factor. The single-factor 

modell  accounted for substantially less covariance in the three US samples, compared 

withh the Canadian and Dutch samples. 

Thee two-factor model, which posits that externalising and internalising 

problemss are separate dimensions, showed a substantial enhancement in model fit 

comparedd to the single-factor model in all samples (model 3). For the US samples, 

modell  fit  improvement of the two-factor model as compared to the single-factor 

modell  was poorer compared with the Canadian and Dutch samples. For Canada and 

Thee Netherlands, model fit  improvement of the two-factor model was more 

pronouncedd for the clinical samples than for the population samples. The implication 

off  this finding is that, with the specification of two factors, more covariance is 

explainedd for the Dutch and Canadian samples than for the US samples. 
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Tablee 2 
Modell  Fit for Comparative Factor Models in the Canadian, Dutch, and US Samples 

Canada,, parents, clinically referred (N=1701) 

Modell  Indep. 1-factor 2-factor 3-factor DSM 99% interval DSM+ Unrestr. 
modell  1 model 2 model 3 model 4 model 5 model 5 model 6 model 7 

dfdf 3003 2925 2920 2917 2898 2898 2863 2550 

X2 2 63086 6 
RMSEAA .11 
RMR R 
GFI I 
CFI I 

Canada, , 

Model l 

df df 

12 12 
RMSEA RMSEA 
RMR R 
GFI I 
CFI I 

.23 3 

.19 9 

.00 0 

36251 1 
.082 2 
.12 2 
.40 0 
.50 0 

parents,, populatior 

Indep. . 
modell  1 
3003 3 

51924 4 
.10 0 
.23 3 
.23 3 
.00 0 

Canada,, teachers, 

Model l 

df df 

X2 X2 
RMSEA A 
RMR R 
GFI I 
CFI I 

Indep. . 
modell  1 
2485 5 

51731 1 
.13 3 
.30 0 
.14 4 
.00 0 

1-factor r 
modell  2 
2925 5 

22006 6 
.061 1 
.069 9 
.62 2 
.61 1 

25044 4 
.067 7 
.086 6 
.60 0 
.63 3 

ll  based (N 

2-factor r 
modell  3 
2920 0 

17354 4 
.053 3 
.060 0 
.73 3 
.70 0 

21458 8 
.061 1 
.082 2 
.67 7 
.69 9 

N1775) ) 

3-factor r 
modell  4 
2917 7 

15152 2 
.049 9 
.057 7 
.78 8 
.75 5 

clinicallyy referred (N=1098) 

1-factor r 
modell  2 
2414 4 

27886 6 
.10 0 
.13 3 
.34 4 
.48 8 

2-factor r 
modell  3 
2409 9 

19883 3 
.081 1 
.10 0 
.51 1 
.65 5 

3-factor r 
modell  4 
2406 6 

16423 3 
.073 3 
.093 3 
.61 1 
.72 2 

Canada,, teachers, population based (N=1665) 

Model l 

df df 

X2 X2 
RMSEA A 
RMR R 
GFI I 
CFI I 

Indep. . 
modell  1 
2485 5 

77217 7 
.13 3 
.32 2 
.12 2 
.00 0 

1-factor r 
modell  2 
2414 4 

35980 0 
.091 1 
.11 1 
.40 0 
.55 5 

2-factor r 
modelmodel 3 
2409 9 

27533 3 
.079 9 
.091 1 
.54 4 
.66 6 

3-factor r 
modell  4 
2406 6 

23163 3 
.072 2 
.085 5 
.63 3 
.72 2 

18313 3 
.056 6 
.075 5 
.73 3 
.74 4 

DSM M 
modell  5 
2898 8 

13309 9 
.045 5 
.053 3 
.81 1 
.79 9 

DSM M 
modell  5 
2388 8 

12978 8 
.064 4 
.081 1 
.70 0 
.78 8 

DSM M 
modell  5 
2388 8 

18356 6 
.063 3 
.074 4 
.73 3 
.79 9 

2842-3311 1 
.0000 - .009 
.018-.021 1 
.955 - .96 
.99-1.00 0 

999 % interval 
modell  5 

2898 8 

38655 - 4623 
.014-.018 8 
.0211 -.024 
.944 - .95 
.966 - .98 

999 % interval 
modell  5 

2388 8 

2507-2925 5 
.0077 - .014 
.0211 - .026 
.933 - .94 
.99-- 1.00 

999 % interval 
modell  5 

2388 8 

43555 - 5461 
.0222 - .028 
.0233 - .028 
.911 - .93 
.955 - .97 

14549 9 
.049 9 
.057 7 
.79 9 
.81 1 

DSM+ + 
modell  6 
2863 3 

11015 5 
.040 0 
.043 3 
.85 5 
.83 3 

DSM+ + 
modell  6 
2361 1 

10507 7 
.056 6 
.058 8 
.76 6 
.83 3 

DSM+ + 
modell  6 
2361 1 

14898 8 
.056 6 
.053 3 
.78 8 
.83 3 

10193 3 
.042 2 
.028 8 
.85 5 
.87 7 

Unrestr. . 
modell  7 
2550 0 

8223 3 
.035 5 
.027 7 
.88 8 
.88 8 

Unrestr. . 
modell  7 
2074 4 

7802 2 
.050 0 
.029 9 
.81 1 
.88 8 

Unrestr. . 
modell  7 
2074 4 

11221 1 
.051 1 
.029 9 
.82 2 
.88 8 
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Tablee 2 (continued) 

Netherlands,, parents, clinically referred (N=805) 

Modell  Indep. 
modell  1 

dfdf 5050 

X22 42457 
RMSEAA .10 
RMRR .22 
GFII  .16 
CFII  .00 

1-factor r 
modell  2 
4949 9 

25478 8 
.072 2 
.11 1 
.38 8 
.45 5 

2-factor r 
modell  3 
4944 4 

19774 4 
.061 1 
.081 1 
.54 4 
.60 0 

3-factor r 
modell  4 
4941 1 

17163 3 
.055 5 
.075 5 
.62 2 
.67 7 

Netherlands,, parents, population based (N=965) 

Modell  Indep. 
modell  1 

dfdf 5050 

flfl  43364 
RMSEAA .089 
RMRR .21 
GFII  .18 
CFII  .00 

1-factor r 
modell  2 
4949 9 

22687 7 
.066 6 
.087 7 
.50 0 
.33 3 

2-factor r 
modell  3 
4944 4 

19840 0 
.056 6 
.064 4 
.64 4 
.61 1 

3-factor r 
modell  4 
4941 1 

18116 6 
.053 3 
.060 0 
.69 9 
.66 6 

DSM M 
modell  5 
4923 3 

14609 9 
.049 9 
.071 1 
.68 8 
.64 4 

DSM M 
modell  5 
4923 3 

16356 6 
.049 9 
.058 8 
.73 3 
.70 0 

Netherlands,, teachers, clinically referred (N=637) 

Modell  Indep. 
modell  1 

dfdf 4465 

X22 42933 
RMSEAA .12 
RMRR .28 
GFII  .12 
CFII  .00 

1-factor r 
modell  2 
4370 0 

25155 5 
.086 6 
.12 2 
.31 1 
.46 6 

2-factor r 
modell  3 
4365 5 

20329 9 
.076 6 
.10 0 
.42 2 
.59 9 

3-factor r 
modell  4 
4362 2 

17315 5 
.068 8 
.092 2 
.51 1 
.66 6 

DSM M 
modell  5 
4345 5 

14584 4 
.061 1 
.087 7 
.61 1 
.73 3 

Netherlands,, teachers, population based (N=965) 

Modell  Indep. 
modell  1 

dfdf 4371 

X22 50948 
RMSEAA .11 
RMRR .23 
GFII  .16 
CFII  .00 

1-factor r 
modell  2 
4277 7 

30867 7 
.080 0 
.10 0 
.40 0 
.43 3 

2-factor r 
modell  3 
4272 2 

25571 1 
.072 2 
.086 6 
.51 1 
.54 4 

3-factor r 
modell  4 
4269 9 

22836 6 
.067 7 
.080 0 
.58 8 
.60 0 

DSM M 
modell  5 
4252 2 

19686 6 
.061 1 
.075 5 
.66 6 
.67 7 

999 % interval 
modell  5 

4923 3 

52922 - 5970 
.010-.016 6 
.0288 - .032 
.888 - .89 
.966 - .99 

999 % interval 
modell  5 

4923 3 

8051-10019 9 
.026-.033 3 
.034-.039 9 
.83-.86 6 
.84-.89 9 

999 % interval 
modell  5 

4345 5 

5177-5808 8 
.0177 - .023 
.031-.035 5 
.844 - .86 
.955 - .97 

999 % interval 
modell  5 

4252 2 

8911-11508 8 
.034-.042 2 
.037-.044 4 
.79-.84 4 
.80-.87 7 

DSM+ + 
modell  6 
4885 5 

12716 6 
.045 5 
.056 6 
.73 3 
.79 9 

DSM+ + 
modell  6 
4885 5 

14697 7 
.046 6 
.050 0 
.76 6 
.74 4 

DSM+ + 
modell  6 
4300 0 

12304 4 
.054 4 
.066 6 
.67 7 
.79 9 

DSM+ + 
modell  6 
4208 8 

16680 0 
.055 5 
.062 2 
.71 1 
.73 3 

Unrestr. . 
modelmodel 7 
4459 9 

10588 8 
.041 1 
.033 3 
.77 7 
.84 4 

Unrestr. . 
modell  7 
4459 9 

12670 0 
.044 4 
.035 5 
.79 9 
.79 9 

Unrestr. . 
modell  7 
3910 0 

10019 9 
.050 0 
.034 4 
.72 2 
.84 4 

Unrestr. . 
modell  7 
3822 2 

14214 4 
.053 3 
.038 8 
.74 4 
.78 8 
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Tablee 2 (continued) 

Unitedd States, parents, clinically referred (N=906) 

Modell  Indep. 
modell  1 

dfdf 1711 

X22 28345 
RMSEAA .13 
RMRR .24 
GFII  .23 
CFII  .00 

1-factor r 
modell  2 
1652 2 

17813 3 
.10 0 
.12 2 
.41 1 
.39 9 

Unitedd States, teachers, clin 

Modell  Indep. 
modell  1 

dfdf 1540 

%2%2 32307 
RMSEAA .15 
RMRR .30 
GFII  .17 
CFII  .00 

1-factor r 
modell  2 
1484 4 

18522 2 
.12 2 
.13 3 
.36 6 
.45 5 

2-factor r 
modelmodel 3 
1647 7 

15413 3 
.10 0 
.12 2 
.47 7 
.48 8 

3-factor r 
modell  4 
1643 3 

11978 8 
.083 3 
.10 0 
.55 5 
.61 1 

DSM M 
modell  5 
1626 6 

7932 2 
.065 5 
.077 7 
.72 2 
.76 6 

icallyy referred (N=852) 

2-factor r 
modell  3 
1479 9 

16379 9 
.11 1 
.13 3 
.40 0 
.52 2 

3-factor r 
modell  4 
1476 6 

12438 8 
.093 3 
.11 1 
.52 2 
.64 4 

DSM M 
modell  5 
1459 9 

7737 7 
.071 1 
.080 0 
.70 0 
.80 0 

Unitedd States, teachers, population based (N=1523) 

Modell  Indep. 
modell  1 

dfdf 1081 

%2%2 55369 
RMSEAA .18 
RMRR .36 
GFII  .14 
CFII  .00 

1-factor r 
modell  2 
1034 4 

27801 1 
.13 3 
.12 2 
.35 5 
.51 1 

2-factor r 
modelmodel 3 
1029 9 

24144 4 
.12 2 
.11 1 
.39 9 
.57 7 

3-factor r 
modell  4 
1027 7 

17152 2 
.10 0 
.10 0 
.50 0 
.70 0 

DSM M 
modell  5 
1011 1 

7966 6 
.067 7 
.065 5 
.79 9 
.87 7 

999 % interval 
modell  5 

1626 6 

1709-2091 1 
.008-.018 8 
.0255 - .030 
.933 - .94 
.98-1.00 0 

999 % interval 
modell  5 

1459 9 

1569-1952 2 
.0099 - .020 
.0244 - .029 
.922 - .94 
.98-1.00 0 

999 % interval 
modell  5 

1011 1 

2150-3262 2 
.027-.038 8 
.023-.32 2 
.91-.94 4 
.9S-.98 8 

DSM+ + 
modell  6 
1608 8 

6506 6 
.058 8 
.059 9 
.77 7 
.82 2 

DSM+ + 
modell  6 
1442 2 

6545 5 
.064 4 
.061 1 
.73 3 
.83 3 

DSM+ + 
modell  6 
1004 4 

6970 0 
.062 2 
.050 0 
.82 2 
.89 9 

Unrestr. . 
modell  7 
1327 7 

5056 6 
.054 4 
.033 3 
.82 2 
.86 6 

Unrestr. . 
modell  7 
1219 9 

4267 7 
.054 4 
.023 3 
.86 6 
.92 2 

Unrestr. . 
modell  7 
814 4 

4974 4 
.058 8 
.023 3 
.86 6 
.92 2 

%2%2 is rounded to the nearest integer; df. degrees of freedom; Indep.: Independence model; 
DSM+:: DSM-IV modified model; Unrestr.: Unrestricted model. 

Thee three-factor model, which posits that externalising, internalising, and 

ADHDD are separate factors, showed, again, considerable model fit  improvement 

comparedd to the two-factor model, for all samples (model 4). In contrast to the results 

off  the single- and two-factor models, the improvement in model fit was largest for the 

threee US samples. 

Thee DSM-IV model (model 5) distinguishes six separate factors: Problems 
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withh Attention, Hyperactivity-Impulsivity, CD, ODD, Generalised Anxiety and 

Depression.. This model showed a clear enhancement in fit compared with the three-

factorr model for all samples. This finding was somewhat more pronounced for teacher 

thann for parent data. Similar to what was found for the three-factor model, model fit 

improvementt was most pronounced for the three US samples, in particular for the 

teacherr US population sample. 

Thee DSM-IV modified model (model 6) showed a consistent improvement in 

goodnesss of fit  (see, RMR). This was not so much due to the DSM-IV model being 

wrong.. Rather, better fit  resulted as a consequence of a substantial number of 

secondaryy loadings above and beyond the primary loadings already present in the 

DSM-IVV model. Since the DSM-IV modified model was the result of a data-driven 

optimalisationn procedure conducted on each sample separately, enhancement in model 

fitt was similar across samples. Relative to the loss in degrees of freedom, the US 

sampless gained the most benefit from this modification. 

Thee unrestricted model (model 7) demonstrated that six factors were not 

adequatee to explain the covariance in the data. In terms of absolute fit  the unrestricted 

modell  showed about an equally good fit for the Canadian and US samples, and 

somewhatt poorer fit  for the Dutch samples. For both Canada and The Netherlands, 

parentt data showed better fit  than teacher data. In the case of the US, teacher data 

showedd better fit  than parent data. 

Inn summary, the hypothesised DSM-IV model was corroborated by a 

consistentt increase in model fit  with the specification of additional factors in all 

samples.. The covariance structure in the US samples was most consistent with the 

DSM-IVV model compared with the Canadian and Dutch samples. This conclusion is 

basedd on the relatively greater improvement in fit  for the US samples over and above 

thatt of the internalising and externalising problem domains. The finding indicates that 

thee evidence for ADHD as being separate from internalising and externalising 

problems,, and for Problems with Attention, Hyperactivity-Impulsivity, CD, ODD, 

Generalisedd Anxiety, and Depression, as being separate from one another was the 

mostt pronounced in the US samples. Two sources were identified which can explain 

whyy in neither of the samples the DSM-IV model sufficiently accounted for the 

covariancee patterns in the data. First, the DSM modified model showed that model fit 
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benefitedd from the specification of a substantial number of secondary factor loadings 

inn all countries. Second, the unrestricted model showed that the six factors were not 

adequatee in number to fully account for the covariance present in the data. 

Partt  II : Substantive results 

FactorFactor loadings 

Tabless 3a to 3 f provide the factor loadings of the DSM-IV modified model, for 

Problemss with Attention, Hyperactivity-Impulsivity, CD, ODD, Generalised Anxiety, 

andd Depression, respectively. 

Thee first column lists all problem items which were evaluated in the present 

study.. Due to space limitations, the problem items are abbreviated, and where items 

overlapp between two, or three countries, the abbreviation is based on the core meaning 

off  the problem items. For the unabbreviated wording of the items, the reader is 

referredd to Appendix A. Within each problem domain, those items which were 

measuredd in all of the 11 samples are provided first. These are followed by the 

problemm items common to The Netherlands and Canada, and those common to The 

Netherlandss and the United States. Finally, those items are provided which were 

measuredd in a single country, for Canada, The Netherlands, and the United States, 

respectively. . 

Followingg the description of the problem items, the remaining columns of 

Tabless 3a to 3f are structured as follows. The results are organised by country, where 

columnss 2 to 6 describe the results for the Canadian samples, 7 to 11 the Dutch 

samples,, and 12 to 15, the US samples. Within each country, the first four columns 

(threee for the US) provide the degree to which each problem item measures a given 

problemm domain, for the clinical parent data, the population parent data (not available 

forr the United States), the clinical teacher data, and the population teacher data. Thus, 

fourr columns of factor loadings are provided for the Canadian, four for the Dutch, and 

threee for the US samples. Occasionally, the number of factor loadings is smaller, for 

example,, when items were measured in the parent samples, but not in the teacher 

sampless (e.g. "trouble sleeping"). Within each country, the last column provides the 

problemm dimensions for which secondary loadings were observed (6th, 11th, and 15th 

column),, aggregated across the four (three for the US) samples. There are two types of 
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secondaryy loadings, those which were a priori specified, indicated by a * (see legends 

inn tables 3 a to 3 f and Appendix B), and those which were modelled in the second 

instance,, through post hoc model modification. Only those problem domains were 

modelledd and are listed in tables 3a to 3f for which the secondary loadings were > 

0.20.. Where the frequency of cross-loadings exceeds the number of samples, the 

implicationn is that in one or more samples there was present more than one secondary 

loading.. The final column (column 16) in Tables 3 a to 3f lists the average factor 

loadingss based on all samples where a given problem items was measured, as an index 

off  each of the item's overall functioning as an indicator of the targeted construct. 

First,, the results are described with regard to the comprehensiveness of the 

scales,, i.e. the degree to which all hypothesised facets of a syndrome dimension were 

empiricallyy corroborated by the data. Substantial factor loadings for almost all 

problemm items in the scales were found for the syndrome dimensions Problems with 

Attention,, Hyperactivity-Impulsivity, and ODD. This result suggests that these 

syndromee dimensions are consistent with the DSM-IV model. In contrast, for CD, 

Generalisedd Anxiety, and Depression, a subset of the a priori hypothesised problem 

itemss had low factor loadings. 

Forr CD, it should be noted that a number of problem items had low variance in 

thee present samples. For example, this was the case for "uses weapons when fighting", 

"cruell  to animals", or "sets fires", which had also low loadings throughout. 

Conceptually,, these items are highly indicative of CD, yet the present results do not 

supportt this conclusion. It is, therefore, likely that a number of CD problem items 

couldd not be evaluated on the basis of the present data. A conclusion with regard to 

thee comprehensiveness of the CD construct is therefore premature, and awaits further 

studyy in samples where these problem behaviours are likely to be more frequent. 

Basedd on the present data, and judged from the magnitude of the factor loadings, the 

CDD problem dimension encompasses the continuum fighting - destroying - stealing. 

Forr Generalised Anxiety and Depression, factor loadings were not restricted by 

loww variance of the problem items. Therefore, the present results indicated that, 

empirically,, Generalised Anxiety and Depression are more narrowly defined than was 

hypothesised.. Items which typically had low loadings on Generalised Anxiety across 

alll  samples were "overtired", "cranky", "can't pay attention for long", 
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"restless/jittery/hyperactive",, "trouble sleeping", and "avoids school to stay home". 

Thesee items were a priori hypothesised to load with additional factors, and were 

shownn here to contribute littl e to the Generalised Anxiety construct. Likewise, the 

itemss "cranky", "angry/resentful", "can't pay attention for long", and 

"restless/jittery/hyperactive",, a priori hypothesised to be factorially complex, 

contributedd littl e to the Depression construct. Additionally, items which measure 

weightt or sleep problems tended to have low factor loadings in all samples. Finally, 

"hesitant/difficultyy making decisions" and "feels too guilty" typically loaded with 

Generalisedd Anxiety, rather than Depression. For Canada and The Netherlands, the 

contentt of the Generalised Anxiety scale was dominated by worries which pertain to 

failing,, in addition to worries about the future and new situations, while the content of 

thee Depression scale was dominated by items which pertain to sadness, reduced 

pleasure,, and reduced energy. In comparison to the Canadian and Dutch results, the 

USS Generalised Anxiety and Depression scales were more consistent with DSM 

conceptualisations,, albeit that the Anxiety scale was a rather short scale to begin with 

andd thuss consisted of only a few items with substantial factor loadings. 

AA final observation with regard to the magnitude of the factor loadings is that, 

forr all samples, the factor loadings of the two internalising dimensions tended to be 

somewhatt lower as compared to the factor loadings of the externalising problem 

dimensions. . 

Second,, results are described with regard to the specificity of the scales, i.e. 

thee degree to which the constructs could be differentiated from one another. 

Throughout,, items tended to have secondary loadings above and beyond their loadings 

withh the targeted problem domain, indicating less than optimal construct 

differentiation.. Thus, a substantial number of items were not specific indicators. This 

findingg was somewhat more pointed in the Dutch samples than in the Canadian 

samples.. For the US samples the least secondary loadings were found. 

Considerr the typical pattern of cross-loadings for each syndrome dimensions 

separately.. First, with regard to Problems with Attention, the largest number were 

withh Hyperactivity-Impulsivity, followed by ODD. Occasionally, secondary loading 

weree found with CD or Depression. 

Second,, for Hyperactivity-Impulsivity, the far majority of secondary loadings 
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weree with Problems with Attention. Additionally, a substantial number of secondary 

loadingss were with CD or ODD. 

Third,, a substantial number of CD items additionally measured ODD. To a 

lesserr extent, CD items additionally tapped Hyperactivity-Impulsivity. 

Fourth,, for ODD, secondary loadings were with CD, Hyperactivity-

Impulsivity,, and Depression. The relative distribution of cross-loadings across these 

threee domains differed for each country. 

Fifth,, a large number of secondary factor loadings were present for the Anxiety 

items.. They were almost exclusively with Depression. Where secondary loadings were 

presentt with other problem domains, most were a priori hypothesised (e.g. the item 

"cranky""  on ODD) in the DSM-IV model. 

Finally,, for Depression, the vast majority of secondary loadings concerned 

Generalisedd Anxiety. Of the remaining secondary loadings, which were with Problems 

withh Attention, Hyperactivity-Impulsivity, and ODD, the majority were a priori 

hypothesisedd in the DSM-IV model. 

Overall,, the CD and ODD items as well as the Generalised Anxiety and 

Depressionn items tended to have the largest number of reciprocal cross-loadings. 

Thus,, delineation of CD and ODD, and of Generalised Anxiety and Depression 

provedd the most difficult. 

CorrelationsCorrelations between syndrome dimensions 

Tablee 4 provides the correlations between the syndrome dimensions, averaged over 

thee 11 samples. The first column specifies all pairwise combinations of the six 

problemm domains. The second column provides the average correlations between 

unweightedunweighted sum scores on the basis of the a priori defined DSM-IV model. The third 

columnn provides the average correlations between the latent factors estimated on the 

basiss of the DSM-IV model. The fourth column provides the average correlations 

betweenn the latent factors based on the DSM-IV modified model. 

Thee pattern of correlation between the syndromes which were based on a priori 

summ scores and that based on a priori DSM latent factors was correlated .94. The 

patternn of correlations based on the unweighted sum scores and that based on the 

latentt factors estimated by the DSM-IV modified model was correlated .93. Finally, 
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Tablee 4 

Meann Correlations between Syndromes across Eleven Samples 

DSM-IVV (sum score) DSM-IV (latent) DSM-IV+ (latent) 

H-I I 
CD D 
CD D 
ODD D 
ODD D 
ODD D 
Anx x 
Anx x 
Anx x 
Anx x 
Dep p 
Dep p 
Dep p 
Dep p 
Dep p 

X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 
X X 

Art t 
Att Att 
H-I I 
Att t 
H-I I 
CD D 
Att Att 
H-I I 
CD D 
ODD D 
Att Att 
H-I I 
CD D 
ODD D 
Anx x 

.69 9 

.46 6 

.59 9 

.52 2 

.66 6 

.74 4 

.44 4 

.41 1 

.32 2 

.46 6 

.52 2 

.40 0 

.46 6 

.60 0 

.78 8 

.69 9 

.44 4 

.59 9 

.52 2 

.70 0 

.80 0 

.23 3 

.23 3 

.18 8 

.30 0 

.37 7 

.18 8 

.33 3 

.43 3 

.73 3 

.62 2 

.35 5 

.49 9 

.43 3 

.63 3 

.60 0 

.16 6 

.12 2 

.05 5 

.23 3 

.34 4 

.10 0 

.27 7 

.39 9 

.54 4 

DSM-IV+:: DSM-IV modified model; H-I = Hyperactivity/Impulsivity; Att = Problems with 
Attention;; CD = Conduct Disorder; ODD = Oppositional Defiant Disorder; Anx = 
Generalisedd Anxiety; Dep = Depression. 

thee pattern of correlations based on the latent factors estimated by the a priori DSM-

IVV model and the DSM-IV modified model was .98. Thus, these findings indicate that 

partiallingg out construct irrelevant variance does not so much affect the rank order of 

thee degree to which problem dimensions are correlated. Rather, these three ways of 

calculatingg syndrome inter-correlations affect the magnitude with which the syndrome 

dimensionss are correlated. The results in Table 4 indicate that, overall, the tendency 

wass that correlations between unweighted sum scores were highest (column 2), 

followedd by those based on the latent factors of the a priori DSM-IV model (column 

3),, followed by those based on the latent factors of the modified DSM-IV model 

(columnn 4). Unweighted sum scores are based on both construct specific variance and 

constructt irrelevant variance. Thus, estimates based on unweighted sum scores are 

likelyy to be biased (column 2). When in the DSM-IV model variance which was 

uniquee to each of the problem items was partialled out, the correlation between the 

factorss tended to decrease (column 3). To the extent that the DSM-IV model did not 
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fitt the data, construct irrelevant variance was still present in the scores on the factors, 

whichh biased the correlations between the factors. It was shown in the previous 

sectionn that a substantial number of items had a non-specific relation with the 

hypothesisedd factor, which disturbed model fit. Consistent with this, the results 

showedd that when the additional loadings were incorporated in the DSM-IV modified 

model,, the estimates of the correlations between factors decreased (column 4). Given 

thatt the non-specific relations of problem items to factors was modelled in the DSM-

IVV modified model, the latter correlations could be considered as the most precise 

estimatess of the correlations between the syndrome dimensions. 

Thee results in Table 4, column 4 indicate that Problems with Attention and 

Hyperactivity-Impulsivity;; ODD and Hyperactivity-Impulsivity; and CD and ODD 

weree most strongly correlated. Somewhat less correlated were Generalised Anxiety 

withh Depression, Hyperactivity-Impulsivity with CD, and Problems with Attention 

withh CD, in decreasing order of magnitude. Typically, the correlations between 

problemm dimensions from the externalising domain and those from the internalising 

domainn were considerably lower. Particularly low were the correlations between 

Generalisedd Anxiety and CD, and between Depression and Hyperactivity-Impulsivity. 

Sincee these results were based on 11 samples, as well as on an optimalised factor 

loadingg matrix, they may be regarded as fairly stable lower bound estimates of the 

correlationss between syndromes when measured by questionnaires. 

Discussion n 

Questionnairess based on the DSM taxonomy are increasingly used for measurement of 

childd psychopathological syndrome dimensions (Boyle et al., 1993; Burns et al., 

1997a,, 1997b; DuPaul, 1991; Gadow & Sprafkin, 1997; Gomez et al., 1999; 

Goodmann & Scott, 1999; Hewitt et al., 1997; Offord et al., 1996; Pelham et al., 1992; 

Pilloww et al., 1998; Spence, 1998; Swanson, 1992; Swanson et al., 2000). Earlier it 

wass described how this increased use may be regarded as reflecting an integrative 

developmentt of the clinical and the psychometric views of childhood 

psychopathology.. The present paper provides a thorough investigation into the 

internall  construct validity of six DSM-IV constructs through latent variable 

modelling,, on the basis of three different operationalisations and 11 samples. This was 
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onee of the ideals described for the DSM-IV field study, which could not be 

accomplishedd given the constraints in time and resources (Waldman et al., 1995). The 

presentt study encompasses both internalising and externalising problem domains, is 

basedd on multiple operationalisations of the syndrome dimensions, evaluates the 

functioningg of each problem item separately, and includes both parent and teacher 

samples,, as well as population based and clinically referred samples. 

Thee present discussion of the results is organised as follows. First, for 

interpretationn of the results, the role of questionnaires in child psychopathology is 

clarified,, by briefly delineating it from DSM-IV diagnostic assignment itself and by 

brieflyy describing how the psychometric principles of reliability and validity apply to 

measurementt of child psychopathology. Second, the two identified sources of error, 

lackk of unidimensionality and lack of symptom specificity are addressed in detail, 

respectively.. Implications of these error sources, possible directions from which 

improvedd measurement might come, as well as suggestions for improved internal 

constructt validity of current DSM-IV concepts are put forward. 

Inn order to appreciate the results reported here, it is necessary to reiterate partly 

howw DSM based questionnaires differ from a number of related but fundamental 

principless of DSM-IV itself. Questionnaires, even with sound psychometric 

properties,, are not meant for assigning a psychiatric diagnosis. First of all, they are not 

intendedd to replace the deliberated diagnostic decisions of the clinician. Secondly, 

DSMM criteria are designed to diagnose only those conditions where the symptoms are 

duee to an internal dysfunction of some kind, and not due to a normal response to 

contextuall  factors (Wakefield, 1999). Given this goal, questionnaires which address 

thee mere presence of psychopathological symptoms are likely to include false 

positives,, as may be inferred from findings such as the larger prevalence estimates 

arrivedd at by questionnaires compared with diagnostic interviews (Swanson et al., 

1998).. Thirdly, the questionnaires evaluated here are not intended to measure the large 

numberr of fine-grained diagnostic categories within the more broadly defined 

diagnosticc problem domains of DSM-IV. For example, onset, duration, or course are 

nott measured, which are variables which define many of the diagnostic categories 

withinn the overarching, more broadly defined diagnostic domains in the DSM-IV 

(Wakefield,, 1999; Zuckerman, 1999, p. 44). Fourthly, no a priori assumptions are 
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madee with regard to discrete boundaries between normality and psychopathology, or 

betweenn different types of psychopathology, nor are a priori hierarchical rules for 

diagnosticc priority of one disorder over the other followed. Although the necessary 

andd sufficient rules for case definition, as operationalised by explicit inclusion and 

exclusionn rules in DSM-IV may be used on the basis of questionnaire scores, case 

definitionn as a dichotomous decision is not a primary aim when using questionnaire 

scores,, and other cut-off scores than those proposed in DSM-IV are conceivable. The 

reasonn that the questionnaires used here are characterised as being DSM-based is that 

theyy share the DSM phenomenological descriptions, which is regarded as the best 

availablee starting point for construct validation research. Instead of assigning a 

diagnosis,, the aim of the questionnaires used here is to provide reliable and valid 

scoress which represent the relative likelihoods that problems from separate problem 

domainss are present, given that parent and teacher informants provide important 

informationn on children's emotional and/or behavioural functioning (Achenbach, 

1995). . 

Thee DSM-IV model evaluated in the present paper provide the basis for 

formingg scales: The items are often added to provide a sum score. Typically, sum 

scoress on these scales serve to answer substantive research questions. This may be 

donee either directly through correlating scale scores with external variables, or 

indirectly,, by using scale scores to select (multiple) phenotypically similar groups 

whichh are subsequently studied for differences on some external variable. In the clinic, 

summ scale scores are often used in the form of a profile (see, for example, Gadow & 

Sprafkin,, 1997). Sum scores which deviate from some standard of normality direct the 

cliniciann to the main problem areas of a particular child. In the light of these 

applications,, how good are current DSM based questionnaires from a psychometric 

pointt of view? 

Goodd questionnaires are characterised, in psychometrics, by high reliability 

andd validity. Reliability is based on the principle that the aggregation of problem items 

reducess a score's susceptibility to random error. Reliability is therefore conceived of 

ass that part of a measure's variance that is systematic (i.e. not random uncorrelated 

variance;; indexed by Cronbach's coefficient alpha). There is no doubt that sum scores 

aree more reliable than single items, and that adequate reliability should be pursued. In 
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thee present study, we chose to focus on construct validity rather than reliability, for the 

followingg reason: Given the substantial correlations (i.e. systematic variance) between 

itemss of rather diverging problem domains in childhood psychopathology, adequate to 

highh reliability estimates are easy to accomplish, regardless of the conceptual 

homogeneityy of the items in the scale. A scale with divergent item content is likely to 

yieldd scale scores of littl e clinical or research utility beyond indicating the presence of 

undifferentiatedd problems. Therefore, in the case of multidimensional scale 

development,, a more incisive evaluation of the psychometric adequacy of an 

instrumentt is to determine internal construct validity: whether the proposed 

dimensionss are unidimensional, adequately measured, and can be differentiated from 

onee another. We used for this purpose CFA. On the basis of model fit, factor loadings, 

andd factor inter-correlations, we determined how adequate a match was made between 

thee DSM concepts and the latent constructs. Only when adequate model fit  is found, 

cann the systematic variance as indexed by coefficient alpha be interpreted as a 

measuree of the homogeneity of the scale (Cortina, 1993; Green, Lissitz, & Mulaik, 

1977;; Miller, 1995). When adequate fit is found, the reliability of the instrument has 

becomee a matter of merely manipulating scale length, since alpha varies positively 

withh the number of items in a scale. The inclusion of an enriched set of items in the 

Canadiann and Dutch instruments (rather than only strict DSM criteria), as well as the 

presentt focus on the full operationalisation of the six problem domains of each 

instrumentt (rather than on the items common to all samples) was guided by this 

principle.. Commencing with a relatively large number of problem items at the early 

stagess of instrument development is a common strategy, aimed at identifying the valid 

indicatorss of the targeted constructs (Loevinger, 1957). Following pruning, mere are 

stilll  a sufficient number to guarantee a predetermined level of reliability. 

Givenn the focus, here, on internal construct validity, to what extent can these 

DSM-questionnairess be said to measure the constructs Problems with Attention, 

Hyperactivity-Impulsivity,, CD, ODD, Generalised Anxiety, and Depression? The 

latentt structure of these six syndrome dimensions was confirmed through a consistent 

substantiall  improvement in model fit  with the specification of increasingly refined 

syndromee dimensions in all samples. This finding suggest that it is to some extent 

meaningfull  to sum the items of each of the six constructs to scales. For the US 
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samples,, the improvement in model fit over and above the distinction between 

internalisingg and externalising was found to be most substantial, compared with the 

Canadiann and Dutch samples. However, in none of the samples was found adequate 

modell  fit for the DSM-IV model. Modification of the DSM-IV model, in order to 

uncoverr the sources of inadequate fit, did not change the conclusion that the 

hypothesisedd latent structure is essentially correct. That is, when problem items were 

allowedd to load with any factor which improved consistency with the covariance 

structuree in the data, by and large, items still loaded on the constructs to which they 

weree originally assigned. 

Twoo primary sources which explain why the DSM-IV models did not meet 

standardss of adequate fit were identified. The first source of error was due to the fact 

thatt many of the items purported to measure the six problem domains had a factorially 

complexx structure. That is, they had a secondary loadings on another factor in addition 

too the loading on their original factor. Thus, these items are not specific indicators of 

thee construct they are purported to measure. The presence of secondary loadings was 

moree pointed in the Dutch samples than in the Canadian samples, while the US 

sampless had substantially less secondary loadings. The second source of inadequate fit 

wass identified through the results for the unrestricted model. For all samples, the fit 

indicess for this model suggested that more covariance was present in the data than 

couldd be accounted for by the six factors. The implication of this finding is that the six 

scaless are currently not unidimensional. Multidimensionality of the scales, combined 

withh the finding of a substantial number of factorially complex items, indicate that 

measurementt precision of current DSM-based questionnaires is, therefore, restricted. 

Inn order to explain this conclusion, as well as to point out directions from which 

improvedd measurement precision may come, the two sources of inadequate fit, 

multidimensionalityy of the scales and factorially complex items, are discussed in 

detaill  below. 

Unidimensionality Unidimensionality 

Thee implication of multidimensional scales is that apparently identical scores may 

havee different meaning, since they reflect two or more latent variables, in some 

unknownn mix. Differences between scores across individuals, and within the 
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individuall  (e.g. across time) are then ambiguous. How multidimensionality of the 

scaless may have come about is best explained by distinguishing between inadequate 

conceptualisationn and inadequate operationalisation of constructs. Inadequate 

conceptualisationn refers to the possibility that the model fit  is inadequate because one 

orr more of the six syndrome dimension in these questionnaires is inherently 

multidimensionall  rather than unidimensional. Rethinking conceptualisation requires 

answerss to questions such as: "Are Hyperactivity and Impulsivity expressions of the 

samee underlying problem or should they be considered as fundamentally different, and 

hencee multidimensional?". We did not attempt to answer questions such as these, 

here,, and only a small part of this discussion addresses reconceptualisation (described 

below).. This is because a factor analytic finding of multidimensionality is easily 

causedd by small but systematic errors in the operationalisation of the construct, which 

hass to be addressed first. In this situation, all items fall within the original six factor 

space,, but some of these six factors break up into smaller, more specific factors 

becausee of poor operationalisation. Using Hyperactivity and Impulsivity as an 

example,, multidimensionality may be found because Impulsivity is typically 

operationalisedd in a group situation, whereas Hyperactivity is usually not. Thus 

operationalised,, these items may tap into something above and beyond the strict 

behaviourall  characteristics intended for the Hyperactivity-Impulsivity problem 

domain.. A second example is, when the operationalisation error is caused by an 

unbalancedd choice of problem items. To illustrate, for the dimension Problems with 

Attention,, the problem items "can't concentrate, can't pay attention for long" and 

"distractible,, has trouble sticking to any activity" are more similar in meaning as 

comparedd to the problem item "loses things". Multidimensionality may be found when 

aa single aspect of the more broadly operationalised syndrome dimension is highly 

representedd in the items of a scale. This creates covariation among those items which 

aree similar in meaning above and beyond the factor they are presumed to measure. 

Thuss operationalised, synonymic items disproportionally affect the total score for the 

constructt Problems with Attention. 

Inn CFA, errors in operationalisation may be accounted for by post-hoc 

specificationn of covariation among the unique components of two items in the model, 

particularlyy when these are caused by pairs of problem items which are synonymous. 
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Thee implication of specifying covarying uniquenesses is that additional factors, be it 

smalll  ones, are added to the model. When operationalisation error affects 

simultaneouslyy multiple items (e.g. the example of Hyperactivity-Impulsivity), the 

numberr of covarying uniquenesses increases substantially, but increasingly obscures 

whatt essentially are errors in the hypothesised measurement structure. It should, 

therefore,, be emphasised that the modelling of covarying uniquenesses does not solve 

thee underlying problem of operationalisation error. Firstly, scales which are 

disproportionallyy affected by a single facet of the dimension may cause error in the 

conclusionss drawn from the scale scores. A solution is provided by removal of the 

redundantt items in a subsequent version of the questionnaire. Secondly, when the 

operationalisationn problem is more fundamental, as in the example of Hyperactivity 

andd Impulsivity, the modelling of covarying uniquenesses obscures the real issue that 

thee scale measures something other than was intended. This can only be solved by 

rewritingg the problem items of the clinical construct. 

Finally,, multidimensionality may originate from chance fluctuation rather than 

fromm errors in the operationalisation of the model. The emergence of covarying 

uniquenessess is rather sensitive to sampling fluctuation. This points to error in the 

dataa rather than error in the model. By definition, these covarying uniquenesses do not 

replicatee across samples, and do not have substantive meaning. They should therefore 

nott be modelled (Byrne, 1989, p. 66). An independent sample drawn from the same 

populationn is needed in order to identify the covarying uniquenesses which are due to 

samplingg fluctuation, and those which are due to structural errors in the measurement 

model. . 

Inn sum, we chose here not to "solve" the finding of multidimensionality 

throughh the incorporation of covarying uniquenesses in the modified DSM-FV model, 

butt focused on a conceptual discussion of the underlying problems. Although 

inferencess based on current multidimensional scale scores may be, by and large, 

correct,, greater measurement precision is possible and should be pursued to increase 

externall  construct validity of the problem domains. This requires, first and foremost, 

scrutinyy in operationalisation. Only when multidimensionality is consistently found in 

independentt samples and on the basis of multiple operationalisations, may it be 

concludedd that the finding is fundamental and following this reconceptualisation of 
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syndromess as multiple unidimensional constructs may be necessary. In the concluding 

partt of the present discussion reconceptualisation of DSM-IV concepts is discussed 

further. . 

FactoriallyFactorially complex items 

Thee DSM-IV model showed inadequate fit here. An additional way to investigate a 

model'ss adequacy is on the basis of the substantive parameters of the model, i.e. the 

magnitudee of the factor loadings and the correlations between factors, respectively. 

Forr the DSM-IV model, except for those problem items with very low variance, and 

forr those describing physical symptoms, factor loadings were invariably substantial 

(Notee that factor loadings for the DSM-IV model were not reported. Tables 3a to 3f 

aree based on the DSM-IV modified model). This suggests that most items are good 

indicatorss of the construct. In contrast, a number of correlations between problem 

dimensionss tended to be rather high, which suggests low construct differentiation 

(Tablee 4, column 3). 

However,, these conclusions are premature since model fit was inadequate. The 

pitfalll  in interpreting factor loadings and factor correlations as evidence of adequate 

measurement,, in the absence of adequate model fit, is that high loadings and high 

factorr correlations may stem from construct irrelevant covariance. That is, when a 

problemm item is incorrectly assumed to (specifically) measure a given problem 

domain,, the estimated factor loading may be reasonably high due to the presence of 

highh factor correlations. Conversely, interpretation of factor correlations in the 

absencee of adequate model fit may erroneously suggest that factors cannot be 

differentiatedd from one another, where, in fact, these high factor correlations stem 

fromm too few or incorrect factor loadings. Thus, prior to interpretation of the 

substantivee parameters, it was required that the factor loading matrix of the DSM-IV 

modell  was consistent with the data. Following an exploratory procedure, all loadings 

weree identified which were greater then or equal to 0.20 (Tables 3a to 3f). The 

modifiedd factor loading matrices revealed a second source of inadequate fit. In the 

DSM-IVV modified model, a substantial number of items were factorially complex, i.e. 

theyy were not specific indicators of the targeted syndrome dimensions (Tables 3a to 

3f).. Given that the modified factor loading matrix was more consistent with the data, 
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thee magnitude of the correlations between syndrome dimensions for this modified 

modell  decreased accordingly (Table 4, column 4). In sum, empirical model 

modificationn of the DSM-IV model showed that the reliable, systematic variance of 

manyy problem items contained both construct specific and construct irrelevant 

variance. . 

Thee implication of this finding is that, currently, a substantial number of items 

iss insufficiently refined for optimal measurement of separate DSM-IV syndrome 

dimensions.. This finding is likely to be a prevailing problem in many questionnaires 

(andd possibly, respondent-based, standardised interviews) of child psychopathology. 

Ass was noted before, child psychopathological syndromes tend to be substantially 

correlated.. Littl e et al. (1999) illustrated how, in this situation, items of different 

factorss may populate adjacent, or even overlapping, regions of the factorial 

hyperspace.. These items are likely to additionally load on other than the targeted 

constructt (i.e. factorially complex items). Using sum scores based on current 

instrumentss suggests more differentiation between problem domains than is actually 

supportedd by the data. In other words, these sum scores include variance that is not 

relevantt to the targeted constructs. For example, the presence of depression may be 

exaggeratedd if a depression scale includes a substantial number of items which do not 

discriminatee between Generalised Anxiety and Depression. This is particularly the 

casee when the Depression score is predominantly based on endorsement of these non-

discriminatingg items. This in turn reduces the ability to differentiate between different 

problemm dimensions. 

Inferencess based on scale scores which are not specifically measuring the 

targetedd constructs are likely to be erroneous. The implications of factorially complex 

itemss are not clearly recognised in the field of child psychopathology. Angold et al. 

(1999)) discuss the finding of high comorbidity in child psychopathology as being, in 

part,, an artefact, due to die symptoms which are shared by separate diagnoses. In 

additionn to these literally overlapping items, factorially complex items contribute to 

thee high estimates of comorbidity, at least where these estimates are based on 

covariancess between syndrome scales based on questionnaire data (see Hinden, 

Compas,, Howell, & Achenbach, 1997), as was shown in the present paper (Table 4, 

columnn 2 compared with column 4). A second example of the invalidating 
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consequencess of factorially complex items is a reduced potential to find evidence of 

concurrentt and discriminant validity (Campbell & Fiske, 1959) in the context of 

informantt agreement. Correlations between different informant's ratings of the same 

problemm behaviour tend to be low, i.e. low concurrent validity (Achenbach, 

McConaughy,, & Howell, 1987). Disturbing as this may be, even more disturbing is 

thee finding that correlations between different informant's ratings of different problem 

dimensions,, which should be low in order to have evidence of discriminant validity, 

tendd to be hardly any lower than the concurrent validity estimates (Shalev, Hartman, 

Stavsky,, & Sergeant, 1994). The latter finding suggests that the usual explanations of 

situationall  or informant specific influences for low concurrent validity do not tell the 

wholee story. This additional finding of low discriminant validity suggests a lack of 

differentiationn between problem dimensions, due to the presence of construct 

irrelevantt variance, through either assignment of items to the wrong factor or 

factoriallyy complex items. In the situation that differentiation between problem 

dimensionss is not corroborated by the data, estimates of concurrent and discriminant 

validityy are likely to equalise. 

Inn the psychometric literature, the solution offered to factorially complex items 

iss their removal from the scales. Angold et al. (1999) argue, and we concur, that 

removall  of the shared symptoms does not provide a solution, since this would imply 

ignoringg key manifestations of several disorders. Similar to the literally overlapping 

items,, removal of the factorially complex items would lead to a serious degeneration 

off  the validity of the constructs. Angold et al. emphasise, with respect to the literal 

symptomm overlap across disorders, that the real problem is not so much the shared 

symptoms.. They argue that the real problem lies in the paucity of research on the 

differentialdifferential characteristics of the symptoms which are shared by different disorders. 

Thee point we want to make is that an increased sharpening of symptom content 

towardss its specific manifestation within a given disorder should not only be done for 

thee overlapping symptoms, but for all symptoms. It was found here that the US 

sampless showed more construct differentiation than the remaining samples. This 

resultt may indicate a combined influence of (1) the more precise and contextualised 

descriptionn of the targeted problem in each item for the CSI-4 as compared to the 

relativelyy shorter items of the OCHS-r and the Dutch items (see Appendix A), which 
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leadss to relative unequivocal interpretation of the items by the raters (Block, 1995, 

Goldberg,, 1999; Sandoval, 1981), (2) the CSI-4 being based on strict DSM-IV 

criteria,, which may, in fact, be the best indicators of the DSM-IV construct evaluated 

here,, and/or (3) the presentation of the items in a blockwise fashion (see. Rost & 

Hoberg,, 1997), which may have led to a problem domain focused interpretation of 

problemm items. Thus, from this finding may be inferred that more precise 

measurementt is possible by more precise operationalisation of the DSM-IV 

constructs.. A clinician, on being informed that a child tends to miss classes, will try to 

clarifyy whether this is due to rule violation, anxiety, depression, or other reasons. In 

contrast,, questionnaire scale scores are blind to the interpretation of the items by the 

informant.. This example illustrates the difference between clinician-based DSM 

interviewss and DSM-based questionnaires, and as such it emphasises the pertinence of 

precisee and unambiguous item wording when using questionnaires. 

ReconceptualisationReconceptualisation of DSM-IV? 

Thee problem of inadequate model fit which was found in the present study has been 

attributedd to operationalisation error (e.g. multidimensionality through 

overrepresentationn of a single facet of a construct, factorially complex items through 

imprecisionn of item wording). In addition to improved operationalisation, more 

fundamentall  factors are likely to be play a role in achieving improved model fit, 

whichh require reconsideration of the DSM-IV model itself. Three problems in the 

DSM-IVV model, where multidimensionality of the constructs and factorially complex 

itemss come together, are noted here. . 

First,, with regard to the literally overlapping symptoms, Angold et al. (1999) 

rightlyrightly noted the difficulty of writing symptoms consistent with their specific 

manifestationn for a particular disorder, since "we may not know much about the 

specificss of the non-specific symptoms". In addition, even if we would know the 

subtlee difference in symptom manifestation of different disorders, given the crude 

phenomenologicall  descriptions in questionnaires, these may not be easily captured in 

words,, or understood by the respondents. Moreover, as argued in the introduction, it is 

likelyy that manifest symptomatology overlaps, even if the underlying dysfunctions are 

qualitativelyy different. Pending the identification of syndrome specific markers of 
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underlyingg dysfunctions, factorially complex symptoms remain diagnostically 

ambiguouss (Klein, 1999). To the extent that the removal of diagnostically ambiguous 

symptomss would deteriorate the construct validity of a syndrome, their non-specific 

naturee should be taken account off rather than be defined away. This could be done 

statistically,, for example like it was done here through the incorporation of double 

loadingss in a model. As was argued earlier, this provides more precise estimates of the 

factors'' (co)variance, which results, in turn, in more precise estimates of the relations 

withh variables external to the taxonomy. When using raw scale scores, for example for 

thee selection of (multiple) phenotypically similar groups, the presence of symptoms 

whichh are (equally) reflective of multiple syndrome dimensions in a questionnaire 

arguess for their inclusion in each of the relevant scales, and subsequent consideration 

off  the relative standing of children on the profile of scores for all syndrome 

dimensionss involved. Alternatively, specific, albeit conceptually more restricted 

measuress of the constructs could be used for improved specificity, with the 

consequencee of sacrificing construct validity (see Eley & Stevenson, 1999). In 

contrast,, a more structural approach to account for symptom overlap requires 

reconceptualisationn by models which explicitly account for the common and unique 

featuress of separate syndrome dimensions, such as the tripartite model of Anxiety and 

Depressionn (Clark & Watson, 1991; Watson et al. 1995; Joiner, Catanzaro, & Laurent, 

1996).. This model posits three constructs: Somatic Tension and Arousal, specific to 

Anxiety;; Anhedonia and Low Positive Affect, specific to Depression; and General 

Distress,, which is largely non-specific. Reconceptualisation potentially results in an 

improvedd understanding of how common and specific dimensions of DSM-IV 

constructss relate to external variables. 

AA second problem when applying the factor analytic model to the six 

constructss evaluated here is that operationalisation of Problems with Attention, 

Hyperactivity-Impulsivity,, and ODD is typically more consistent with the 

psychometricc principle of "domain sampling" (Cattell, 1952) than the 

operationalisationn of CD, Generalised Anxiety, or Depression. The principle of 

domainn sampling holds that the indicators of a construct are sampled from a broad 

universee of possible indicators of the domain. This assumes that all selected indicators 

aree equally potent measures of the construct and that there is only a single factor 
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involvedd in the scale (Zuckerman, 1999, p. 49). Since the indicators of Problems with 

Attention,, Hyperactivity-Impulsivity, and ODD tend to be more homogeneous, 

representingg a more tightly focused problem domain, they are more consistent with 

thee principle of domain sampling. Differentiation of the latter constructs as separate 

factors,, both in terms of specificity of the problem items and unidimensionality, is 

moree consistent with the factor analytic model. When the principle of domain 

samplingg does not apply, improved model fit may be achieved through 

reconceptualisationn of the constructs. An example of efforts in this direction is 

providedd by Frick et al. (1993) and Frick (1998), where CD was represented as a 

multidimensionall  construct. 

Third,, lack of symptom specificity may, in part, be due to asymmetric relations 

betweenn groups of symptoms from different disorders. For example, the 

differentiationn between CD and ODD, and between Depression and Generalised 

Anxiety,, which was shown to be particularly difficult in the present study, may be due 

too ODD symptoms being nested in CD, and Generalised Anxiety symptoms being 

nestedd in Depression. That is, those children with CD, often manifest symptoms of 

ODDD symptoms as well, but not the reverse (DSM-IV, APA, 1994, p. 94). Likewise, it 

hass been suggested that Generalised Anxiety symptoms form a common component of 

Depression,, and are more likely to precede Depression than to follow. Thus, an 

Anxietyy Disorder without Depression is common, while a Mood Disorder without 

Anxietyy is rare (Chorpita & Barlow, 1998). Similarly asymmetric relations may exist 

forr hyperactivity symptoms being nested in CD, e.g. the presence of hyperactivity 

symptomss increases the risk for later conduct disturbance, but not the reverse (Rutter, 

1996),, and for Depression being nested in CD, e.g. disruptive behaviour in childhood 

mayy lead to additional depressive symptomatology in adolescence, but not the reverse 

(Loeberr and Keenan, 1994; Seeley, Lewinsohn, & Rohde, 1997). Correlation 

coefficientss are not sensitive to the asymmetry of relations (Block, 1995). In the factor 

model,, patterns of asymmetry between certain symptoms from different problem 

dimensionss introduce covariance between these subsets of symptoms, which cannot be 

accountedd for by the correlations between the factors. The implication is a decreased 

coherencee of symptoms clustering which manifests itself through a certain amount of 

non-specificityy of the indicators to their respective factors. 
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Boundariess between different syndromes may be progressively sharpened by 

studyingg homogeneous age groups, ideally in longitudinal designs. This could tap 

moree directly into the issue of nestedness and how it relates to differential onset and 

course.. As a result, more specific models which account for developmental level 

couldd be developed. This points to an important limitation of the present study, where 

aa cross-sectional study of separate age groups could not be accomplished due to the 

largee sample size requirements of factor analysis when items are categorical and 

skewed.. However, even if it were found that the onset of one disorder by definition 

precedess the onset of a second disorder (e.g. ODD always precedes CD), this by no 

meanss need occur at the same age for all children. Measurement of child 

psychopathologyy at any age should therefore have a broad focus. More generally, the 

resultss here indicated that, even if more precise measurement could be accomplished, 

syndromee dimensions are associated to such a degree that scores on one problem scale 

shouldd not be interpreted without considering scores on scales measuring other 

problemm domains (Table 4, column 4). This is, in fact, an argument for a dimensional 

modell  of child psychopathology, which advocates the concurrent interpretation of a 

child'ss scores on a broad number of syndrome dimensions. 

Inn conclusion, the results of the present paper indicated that the DSM-IV 

modell  showed consistency with the structure of the covariance patterns in the data, as 

indicatedd by the improvement in model fit  compared with simpler models of the data. 

However,, since the DSM-IV model did not meet the absolute standard of adequate 

modell  fit, there is substantial room for improvement. On the basis of current 

hypothesisedd syndromes, measurement precision may be enhanced by greater scrutiny 

att the operationalisation level, both with regard to the unidimensionality of the scales 

andd the specificity of the problem items for their respective syndrome dimensions. An 

improvedd DSM taxonomy may also come from sharper models which take account of 

thee common and specific components of different syndrome dimensions, the 

multidimensionall  nature of the underlying construct, and the developmental 

sensitivityy of indicators. Having said that, the boundary conditions of measurement 

precisionn are constrained by current limited knowledge of fundamental distinctions in 

childd psychopathology. Enhanced knowledge in this respect is unlikely to come from 

improvedd models of symptom associations alone. Rather, appropriate delineation of 
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distinctt syndromes may improve with a progressive understanding of the processes 

underlyingg manifest symptomatology (Klein, 1999), at multiple functional levels 

(Wakefield,, 1999), such as the neurobiological, or cognitive levels of explanation 

(Nigg,, in press). This emphasises progress which is yet to be made (Zuckerman, 1999, 

p.. 55). Sharper measurement of what we do know phenomenologically, as proposed 

here,, may enhance such progress and should be pursued. Internal construct validity of 

currentt syndrome conceptualisations remains an item on the research agenda. 




